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Abstract 

In this work an optimized design of a rotary actuator in a zcj>-module has been obtained using 
a multi-physical framework. The number of magnet poles and coils has been selected such to 
obtain the highest winding factor, which are calculated for slotless machines. The framework 
contains an accurate 2D semi-analytical magneto static model which offers a fast means to 
determine the torque capabilities of the slotless permanent magnet actuator. A thermal 
equivalent circuit of the actuator is presented, which accounts for the forced air cooling inside 
the airgap. The value of the transfer heat coefficient inside the airgap has been determined 
with preliminary measurements on a pre-prototype of the actuator. 

The rotary actuator has been optimized with the objective to minimize the combined 
copper losses of the rotary and linear actuator. The thermal constraints, however, are easily 
met , resulting in an oversized design. Therefore, the actuator also has been optimized with 
the objective to minimize its volume. Because the rotational stroke of the actuator is limited , 
a moving-magnet configuration with a single mechanical clearance and a moving-coil config
uration with a double mechanical clearance, have been optimized and compared to an initial 
design of the rotary actuator. 

Although the 2D magneto-static model does not account for the edge-effects of the mag
nets, the reduced magnetic loading in the airgap has been determined with 3D FEM and the 
flux linkage in the optimized designs of the actuator have been corrected. This effect has 
been verified by electro-motive force measurements on a pre-prototype. The performance of 
the optimized designs have been re-evaluated for the magnet edge-effect, together with the 
temperature dependency of the electrical resistivity of copper. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Pick-and-place application 

Mecal Applied Mechatronics Veldhoven in corporation with Wijdeven B.V. Oirschot, The 
Netherlands, is developing a fast, accurate and compact 2 Degree-of-Freedom (2 DoF) module 
for a pick-and-place application of Ball Grid Array (BGA) components on a Printed Circuit 
Board (PCB). Attached to a long-stroke robot, the module is responsible for picking up the 
components from a component feeder and the placing them on a PCB (short stroke), where 
t he long-stroke robot is used for t he movement of the component from the feeder over the 
P CB. In one hour, 10.000 BGA's need to be placed, so one component every 360 ms. This 
pick-and-place application is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. 

Nozzle 

., •. ,_ 
. Vacuum 

Rz, Z, X,Y modon Z MoUon I 
Comp~.$GM air 

BGA Component 

Soldeerballen 

0-10 mm± 5 [µmJ 

± 10 [µm} 

@#/'~ 
PicK 

Figure 1.1: Illustration of the pick-and-place application. 

1.2 Rotrans 

The 2 DoF module needs to enable rotational and translational motion in order to accurately 
position and place the components on the PCB and , t herefore, is called the z<f>-module or 
Rotrans (short for rotation-translation). Wijdeven B.V. already proposed an init ial design 
for the Rotrans, which consists of two actuators positioned above each other along a hollow 
shaft (used to pick the components with a vacuum). Figure 1.2 shows a 3D overview of this 
design, where the rotary actuator is placed at the top and the linear actuator is placed at 
the bottom of the module. The specifications of the z<f>-module are given in Table 1.1. The 
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Introduction 

Figure 1.2: 3D overview of the z¢-module containing a non-commutated short-stroke linear 
actuator (bottom) and three-phase slotless permanent magnet actuator (top). 

rotary actuator is a slotless permanent magnet actuator and provides ± 180° degrees rotation. 
Because the total stroke of the linear actuator is only 10 mm, a non-commutated short-stroke 
linear actuator is selected instead of a three phase linear actuator. Whereas the design of 
the non-commutated short-stroke linear actuator is fixed , the rotary actuator is yet to be 
optimized for this application. 

This work, therefore, concerns the design and optimization of the rotary actuator as part 
of the z¢-module. First the basic design regarding the rotary actuator is addressed and the 
test results of a non-optimized pre-prototype are discussed. Prior to the optimization step, an 
optimum combination of the number of magnet poles and coils is selected. A multi-physical 
framework of the rotary actuator is discussed and used to obtain an optimized design, which is 
performed for a configuration with moving magnets and moving coils. Finally, some aspects, 
such as the magnet edge-effects, of the optimized designs are analyzed. In advance of this 
graduation work, the performance of the initial design of the rotary actuator (proposed by 
Wijdeven) was already simulated in FLUX 3D. As a start of this work also measurements 
were performed on a pre-prototype of this design and these results are given in Appendix A. 



1.3. Rotary-Linear actuators 

Table 1.1: Specifications of the z¢-module. 
Parameter Value Description 

Zstroke ±5 mm Linear stroke 
</>stroke ±180°degree Angular stroke 

Zerr 5 µm Linear accuracy 
<Perr 3 mrad Rotational accuracy 

O: z 150 m s-2 Linear acceleration 
0:¢ 7700 rad s-2 Angular acceleration 

Vma x 3 m s- 1 

Wma x 135 rad s-1 

d¢ 0.39 
dz 0.22 

Lz¢ 105 mm 

ro ,max 30 mm 

ri ,min 18 mm 

1.3 Rotary-Linear actuators 

Maximum linear velocity 
Maximum angular velocity 
Duty cycle rotary actuator 
Duty cycle linear actuator 
Maximum length z¢-module 
Maximum outer radius z¢-module 
Minimum inner radius z¢-module 

3 

The idea of a combined rotary-linear actuator is not new and nowadays different types of 
these actuators exist which can be divided into four categories. The first category consists of 
a linear actuator driving a trolley which holds a rotary actuator. Since the rotary actuator acts 
as a load for the linear actuator , the dynamical performance is limited [1][2]. In the second 
category the actuator can only move along a helical path. An example of such actuators 
is given in [3], which presents an induction motor with helical coils. Rotary and linear 
motion in these types of actuators are not independent from each other. The third topology 
consists of two separated actuators along a single shaft , one actuator for each motion, such 
as two induction motors containing two stators or a combination of two permanent magnet 
synchronous actuators. Both degrees of freedom can be controlled independently by separate 
control of the two actuators . In the fourth category both actuators are combined to from one 
working airgap , which also makes it more difficult to separately control both motions, though 
only one inverter is needed to power the actuator. In the next subsection an overview is given 
of rotary-linear actuators of the last two categories in order to compare their performances. 

1.3.1 Overview of existing rotary-linear actuators 

The switched reluctance motor (SRM) presented in [5] and [4] consists of two stators and 
one rotor held by two bearings which allow rotational and linear motion, as is shown in 
Fig. 1.3. Torque is produced by the angular reluctance force experienced by part of the rotor 
overlapping one of the stators , while linear motion is caused by the difference between the 
axial forces of the two stators on the rotor. A prototype of a 6/ 4 SRM is built and tested in 
[4]. It has a rated torque of 1.5 Nm at 1000 rpm and a maximum thrust force of 30 N over a 
stroke of 40 mm in a total body size of 100x100x200 mm. 

A z-¢ induction motor combining two stators along a single shaft , designed to press 
Surfaces Mounted Devices (SMD) against Printed Circuit Boards (PCB) with a force of 10 N 
for 3 seconds during laser welding, is developed at the University of Twente, The Netherlands 
[6]. Figure 1.4 illustrates the two stators, one for rotational motion and one for linear motion, 
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Figure 1.3: Switched reluctance motor for rotary and linear motion [4]. 

and the low inertia translator made of an aluminum tube. Requirements for the design are 
that the translator can be positioned at any given position over a stroke of 70 mm and with 
an accuracy of 10 µm, while it could be rotated over 360 degree to a reference angle within 
0.35 mrad accuracy. The final design is capable of producing a force of 15 N and a torque 
of 60 mNm, resulting in accelerations of 100 m s-2 and 1200 rad s- 2 . The servo behavior 
of both actuators was tested and during position regulation a positional error of 25 µm and 
0.09 mrad was achieved. With a third order path generator, a z-step of 70 mm was made in 
50 ms without overshoot. The total dissipation for the linear actuator is 12.3 W N- 1 at a 
stator frequency of 200 Hz and 1.25 W mNm- 1 for the rotary actuator at a frequency of 400 
Hz. The total weight of the translator is 0.068 kg and its inertia is estimated at 25x 10-6 kg 
m- 2 . The outer diameter of the machine is 72 mm although nothing is mentioned about the 
length of the machine. 

The rotary-linear machine in [1], used for integrated circuit wedge wire bonding, contains 
a three phase servo motor for the rotational axis and a voice coil motor for the linear trans
lation. The six pole servo motor, illustrated in Fig. 1.5, is chosen because the application 
required rotational accuracy, allowed inexpensive sinusoidal current drives and had a simple 
and inexpensive to manufacture winding arrangement, while the voice coil motor was chosen 
since it was easy to manufacture. The actuator needed to be able to accelerate with 30 m 
s- 2 and 200 rad s-2 , while achieving a maximum velocity of 0.4 m s- 1 and 30 rad s- 1 . The 
total load was limited to 500 gr and 150x10-6 kg m2 . The actuator should operate over a 
total stroke of 10 mm and 360 degrees within an accuracy of 8µm and 45mdegrees. 

In Fig. 1.6 a rotary-linear induction motor (RLIM) is shown, which is proposed in [7], 
contains four primaries with independently energized, double-layered ring-windings and a 
cylindrical conducting secondary made of solid aluminium which is separated from the back 
iron. By controlling the phase angles of the supply currents in each primary winding, the 
actuator can operate in any of the four quadrants of the linear /rotary plane. The paper does 
not focus on designing a actuator according to certain specifications, but rather optimises the 
rotary force through optimal arrangement of slot currents. Still some specifications can be 
given. The total length of the four primaries is 196 mm each having 14 slots with 80 windings. 
The supply frequency is 50 Hz and the excitation current is 2 A. The secondary is 600 mm 
long and weighs about 1.5 kg. The maximum rotary force possible at rated current is 4 N 
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cp-stator coils 

z-stator coils · 

Figure 1.4: Operating principal of a z-¢ induction actuator [6]. 

Figure 1.5: Schematic of the rotary-linear motor with 3-phase servo actuator and voice-coil 
motor [1]. 
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' 
Secondary conductor 

Figure 1.6: Structure of the rotary-linear induction motor with four primaries [7]. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.7: Helical motion permanent magnet motor: (a) rotor unit integrated two types of 
Halbach array and (b) schematic of proposed motor [8]. 

(radius is not specified) while the linear force is 16 N. 

For rotary-linear applications involving arbitrary rotation angles, the above solutions show 
low force densities and sometimes poor dynamic performances. Besides, the induction ma
chines also produce heat in the secondary. Therefore, several designs with permanent magnets 
have been proposed. [2] describes a brushless motor including a permanent magnets mover 
and a ferromagnetic , salient pole stator with 4-phase symmetrical windings, which achieves 
a decoupled regulation of force and torque. In [8] a motor for helical motion consisting of 
an exterior polar Halbach quadrupole for the rotational motion and an interior cylindrical 
Halbach dipole for the linear motion. The stator contains two coil arrays, which interact with 
the magnetic fields of the two Halbach arrays for both degrees of freedom. This topology is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 7. 

Anorad Corporation has patented a rotary-linear actuator as is shown in Fig. 1.8 [9]. 
This machine was designed for pick & place applications. The rotary and linear motors 
are slotted, permanent magnet synchronous motors , which have stationary coils and moving 
magnets. Significant to this design is the checkerboard magnet array as shown in Fig. 1.8(b). 
The linear stroke of the machine is 50 mm with a continuous linear force of 2.9 N. With a 
load of 70 gr it is able to achieve an acceleration of approx. 20 m s-2 and has maximum 
velocity of 1 m s- 1 . The rotary actuator can rotate over 360 degree with a maximum angular 
velocity of 60 rad s-1 . Its maximum angular acceleration is 1250 rad s-2 . 
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Figure 1.8: Rotary-linear actuator patent by Anorad Coorporation [9]: (a) cross-section of 
the actuator and (b) checkerboard magnet array. 

Similar checherboard magnet arrays are used by Psicontrol Mechatronics in Ypre, Belgium 
and Braincenter in Drachten, The Netherlands, but both topologies are used in combination 
with a couple of brushless de-motors placed along the axial length of the actuator. The 
actuator from Psicontrol was designed for weaving machines and operates over a stroke of 4 
5mm, while being able to rotate freely. The motor with 54 magnets and 18 coils, produces a 
force of 40 N at a maximum velocity of 2 m s- 1 in axial direction and a torque of 1 Nm at 
1000 rpm. The rotor weights 131 g and the complete motor is packed in a cylindrical housing 
measuring 120 mm in axial direction with a diameter of 100 mm. 
Braincenter developed its rotary-linear actuator to replace a hydraulic actuator in a razor
blade production line. With six de-motors in axial direction, this machine develops a force 
of 138 N and a torque of 4.9 Nm, for velocities higher than 0.1 m s-1 and 1500 rpm. The 
actuator is able to make a stroke of 56 mm with an accuracy lower than 2.5 µm in axial 
direction, although no information is known about the angular stroke. 

The checkerboard magnet array shown in Fig. l.8(b) only has a packing factor of only 
50%, making this actuator less efficient compared to a regular motor with similar surface 
area for the magnets. Filling the unused areas with extra magnet material, though, does 
not increase the force capabilities. Two separate motors for the z and () motion stacked up 
axially are more efficient, but are less compact than the their checkerboard magnet array 
counterpart. Anorad Corporation also patented a rotary-linear actuator with two separate 
actuators along the axis of the motor. An actuator with two different magnetisation patterns 
is patented in [10] and shown in Figure 1.9. A commercially available custom designed version 
of this actuator, called the "Cyclone Z-theta positioning module", offers a continuous force 
of 6 N (peak force is 12N) and a torque of 94 mNm (peak torque is 282 mNm), while it 
operateds over a stroke of 50 mm and its rotational range is unlimited. The actuator is able 
to accelerate a total weight of 0.42 kg with 20 m s-2 to a maximum velocity of 0.875 m s-1 . 

The rotary actuator accelerates the moving member (inertia of 85x 10-6 kg m2 ) with 6000 
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= 

Figure 1.9: Rotary-linear actuator patent by Anorad Coorporation [10]: (a) cross-section of 
the actuator and (b) double magnet array. 

rad s-2 and has a maximum angular velocity of 60 rad s- 1 . 

The rotary-linear actuator designed by Wijdeven B.V. (Rotrans) resembles the design 
proposed by [10], however it uses a non-commutated short-stroke linear actuator, because 
it only has to offer a linear stroke of 10 mm. The topology of the Rotrans is based on the 
third category of z¢-modules. Table 1.2 lists the specification of the initial design of the 
z¢-module proposed by Wijdeven B.V. together with the other modules which are found in 
the literature. Comparing the different designs, though, is difficult, since they all apply for 
different applications and not all specifications are complete. 



Table 1.2: Comparison of different types of rotary-linear actuators. 
Type motor Zstroke <Pstroke Force Torque Zacc <Pace Dimensions 
Rotrans Wijdeven B.V. 10 mm 360° 65 N 1.3 Nm 150 ms-:.! 7700 rads- :.! L=105 mm ¢ = 60 mm 
Switched reluctance motor [4] 40 mm unlim. 30 N 1.5 Nm - - 100x100x200 mm 
2 Induction motors [6] 70 mm unlim. 15 N 60 mNm 100 m s- 2 1200 rad s- 2 L=unknown ¢ =72 mm 
Voice-coil and servo motor [1] 10 mm unlim. < 80 N <0.9 Nm 30 m s- 2 200 rad s-2 unknown 
Induction motor with 4 primaries [7] < 600 mm unlim. 16 N - - - L= 600 mm ¢=unknown 
PM synchronous motor [9] 50 mm unlim. 2.9 N - 20 m s-2 1250 rad s-2 unknown 
with checkerboard array 45 mm unlim. 40 N 1 Nm - - L=120 mm ¢ =100 mm 

56 mm unlim. 138 N 4.9 Nm > 20 m s-2 - unknown 
2 PM synchronous motor [10] 50mm unlim. 6N 94mNm 20 m s- 2 6000 rad s- 2 unknown 
[11] 25.4 mm unlim. 40.5 N 0.45 Nm 35 m s- 2 5060 rad s- 2 unknown 
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Chapter 2 

Basic design 

2.1 Slotless permanent magnet synchronous motor with Hal
bach array 

The basic design of the three-phase AC brushless permanent magnet rotary actuator , which 
is shown in Fig. 2.1, has a slotless structure in order to provide a low ripple torque. Slotless 
machines, however, have an large effective airgap and, therefore, a two segmented quasi
Halbach magnet array is used, because it offers high magnetic loading in the airgap. Moreover, 
such an array offers a sinusoidal flux density and provides self shielding on one side of the 
array [12]. Concentrated windings are used for their ease of manufacturing, but also have 
shorter end-windings compared to distributed or lap windings, resulting in lower copper losses. 
Because the rotary actuator also needs to accommodate the translational motion of the rotor, 
the coils are elongated so constant torque for any given axial position, is delivered. 

· · · · ·Fixe<l ·:· · · · · · · · · ·M:avfrig;· · · ···· ···:·Fixed····· · · · · · Fixed· · · · · · · · · · · ·: · · · Moving. · · ·: · · · · · · · · · · · · Fixecr · · · · 
' ' 

Shaft 

Len 

I 
La.ct 

Zstro e 

.. . ........ : .. ... ... .... (a_l .............•.... . . ..... (~)_ ......... .. . .... ' ... .. .... . . . 

Figure 2.1: Illustration of a design with (a) a moving magnet configuration and (b) a moving 
coil configuration. 

The same basic design as described above is used for the optimized design of the rotary 
actuator. Because the rotational angle of the rotary actuator is limited to ± 180°, both a mov
ing magnet and a moving coil configuration will be optimized and compared. In the moving 
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Figure 2.2: Test bench for the rotary actuator. 

Basic design 

magnet configuration the coils are attached to the back-iron leaving only a single mechani
cal clearance between the coils and magnets. For moving coils however a double mechanical 
clearance is required; one additional airgap between the coils and back-iron. Figure 2.1 shows 
the schematics of the rotary actuator for the moving magnet and moving coil configuration. 

Wijdeven B.V. designed a non-optimized pre-prototype of the rotary actuator based on the 
design consideration as described above, and a pre-prototype of the non-commutated short
stroke linear actuator. Both actuators have been built and tested. Although the design of the 
linear actuator is out of the scope of this work, its specifications are given in Table 2.1. The 
design of the rotary actuator is based a configuration with moving coils, however, due to the 
electrical wiring the magnets were rotated during the tests. Sizes of the rotary actuator are 
given in Table 5.2 and pictures of the test set-up and coils are shown in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3, 
respectively. Each coil in the slotless PM actuator contains 92 turns made of 0.912x0.132 
mm square wire. The magnets are made of anisotropic sintered NdFeB, with a remanent flux 
density of 1.33 T and a relative recoil permeability of 1.1. The core and back-iron are made 
of steel N398 with a saturation flux density of 1.5 T. Other material properties are given 
in Table 2.2. The actuator is attached to a Lloyd LF Plus testing machine and the torque 
is measured with an 50 N load cell. From 2D Finite Element Modeling (FEM), a torque 
constant of 0.93 Nm A -l is estimated, however, tests on the pre-prototype show a torque 
constant of 0.76 Nm A- 1 . To eliminate the influence of friction, electro-motive force (EMF) 
measurements are performed, which show a reduced amplitude of 11.7 3 compared to 2D 
FEM. This reduction is caused by the lower magnetic loading near the edges of the magnets, 
as will be discussed in Chapter 6. All test results are given in Appendix A. 

1The thermal conductivity of the coils is mainly determined by the insulation of the wires. 
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Figure 2.3: Coil array of the pre-prototype rotary actuator. 

Table 2.1: Specifications of the non-commutated short-stroke linear actuator. 
Parameter Value Description 
kt ,lin 14 N A-1 Force constant 
Rcoil 8.2 n Coil resistance 
Jlin 100· 10-6 kg m2 Inertia 
Mlin 190· 10-3 kg Moving mass 

Table 2.2: Material properties. 
m k p 

[kg m-3] [W m-1 K-1] [nm] 
NdFeB 7350 10 -

N398 7850 73 -
Copper 8900 11 l.678e-8 

Air 1.067 0.0285 -
@T=25°C 
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Chapter 3 

Selection number of magnet poles 
and coils 

3.1 Balanced design 

One of the first steps when designing an electric machine is selecting the appropriate combi
nation of the number of magnet poles ( 2p) and coils ( Q). Making this selection beforehand 
is difficult, but evaluating every possible combination during the optimization procedure is 
time consuming. Therefore, the possible combinations of the number of magnet poles and 
coils have to be limited. In this perspective, the following assumptions are specified: 

• concentrated windings are used, 

• only balanced three-phase configurations are considered, 

• all coils have the same number of turns and have identical dimensions. 

These assumptions imply that the number of coils is a multiple of the number of phase, i.e. 
Q = 3j, where j is an integer. Also the number of coils per pole per phase is less than one, 
q = Q/2p/ 3<1, and Q-=/= 2p [13][14][15]. 

3.2 Winding factor 

The selection is further reduced by choosing magnet pole and coil combinations based on the 
winding factor, kw. The winding factor is a measure for the flux linkage of a certain winding 
layout and ranges from 0 (no linkage) to 1 (optimal linkage). The torque produced by a 
three-phase AC brushless P M actuator is related to the flux linkage according to 

T =]_IE= ]_Ik dAmax 
2w 2w w dt ' 

(3 .1 ) 

where I is the peak phase current, E is the peak phase back-EMF, w is the angular velocity 
and Amax is the maximum possible flux linkage of a single phase. As the expression shows, 
t he torque is directly linked to t he winding factor , and it would be desirable to select a 
combination of magnet poles and coils resulting in the highest possible winding factor. The 
winding factor can be split into 

(3.2) 

15 
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where kp is the pitch factor, kd is the distribution factor and kskew is the skewing factor. 
Since no skewing is applied, the skewing factor is assumed to be unity. The winding factors 
can only be found for slotted structures, though ([14][15][16][17]). Therefore, in this section 
the fundamental winding factor for a slotless permanent magnet machines with concentrated 
windings is calculated for different combinations of the number of magnet poles and coils. 
Below, both the pitch and distribution factor will be determined, when only the fundamental 
harmonic of the magnetic loading due to the magnets is considered. 

3.2.1 Pitch factor 

The pitch factor is a measure for the flux linkage by a single coil. Ideally, the total flux 
through one magnet pole is linked by all turns in a coil, which is achieved in slotted machines 
having q = 1. Where the teeth in a slotted machine provides a low reluctance path for the 
flux through the coil, letting all turns in the coil link the same amount of flux, in slotless 
machines however , this low reluctance path is not provided and, hence, not all turns show 
the same flux linkage. 

Therefore, to determine the pitch factor in a slotless machine as is shown in Fig. 3.1, the 
average flux linkage of a single turn is calculated, by varying the angular span, 2at , of a turn 
at radius r 

(3.3) 

where, 2(30 is the opening angle of a coil, 2ac is the angular span of a coil, Lact is the length 
in axial direction and B1 is the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic of the magnetic flux 
density. With the maximum flux linkage of a single turn being equal to the flux through 
one magnet pole, Wmax = ~rLactB1(r), the pitch factor, kp , for a slotless machine with 
concentrated windings becomes 

Wav 1 [ 
kp = ~ = (3 cos(pf30 ) - cos(pac)]. 

'±'max pac - P o 
(3.4) 

3.2.2 Distribution factor 

The distribution factor is a measure of the electrical alignment of all coils in a single phase 
and can be calculated by writing the back-EMF of a single coil in phasor representation (in 
per unit) 

____,E · - ej(r;) 
i,pu - , 

where 'Yi = 2'Z/ · i is the electrical angle offset of coil i. For a sinusoidal flux density, the 

amplitude of the back-EMF is linked to the peak flux linkage, A, according to 

E = I~~ I = I~~ ~~I = pwA. (3.5) 
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Stator Iron 

Coil 

Magnets 

2o:m = n/p : .. - .. . Core 

.. ' 
2ac = 2n / Q ! .. : 

Br 

Figure 3.1: Illustration of a slotless actuator for predicting the pitch factor. 

Fig. 3.2 shows an example of a phasor representation of the back-EMF for the individual coils 
and also the resulting phase back-EMF phasors, which are symmetrically displaced by 120° 
electrical degrees from each other. The minus sign for a phasors means that the windings of 
the coil are connected in the opposite direction. The phase back-EMF phasors (in per unit) 
can be calculated according 

Eph,pu = L Ei,pu· 
Q/ 3 

The distribution factor is found by dividing the magnitude of the resulting phase EMF phasor 
by the number of coils per phase, as given by 

---> 
k = IEph ,pul 

d Q/ 3 . (3.6) 

In [16] a method is presented to obtain the winding layout that gives the highest distribu
tion factor for a given pole and coil count, while retaining a balanced structure. The method 
is based on the decomposition of the number of coils per pole per slot , q. For a combination 
of 2 · p = 14 poles and Q = 15, as an example, this method is explained in Figure 3.3. 

1) q is written as a fraction which is cancelled down to its lower terms 

where n and d are integers. 

2) A sequence containing n = 5 times a "1" and d- n = 9 times a "O" is found where the 
"l" is distributed as regularly as possible: 
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Ee 

Figure 3.2: EMF phasor representation of a three-phase system. 

seq = 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 

3) The sequence is repeated ~=3 times and compared to a conductor layout for a machine 
with q = 1 

4) Conductors of the distributed winding (machine with q = 1) corresponding to a" 1" in 
the sequence are kept and form the left conductor of each coil. The right conductor is 
simply found by taking the return conductor of the left side. 

5) The coil layout is described by a vector S which gives the phase to which every coil 
is assigned. A minus sign in front of the phase corresponds to a coil which should be 
wound the opposite direction. Vectors SA , SB and Sc give the positions of the coils in 
the phases. A minus sign is added when the coil is wound the other way around. 

3.2.3 Analysis of the winding factor 

The winding factors for a slotless machine with concentrated windings are calculated for 
different combinations of the number of magnets poles and coils using expressions (3.2), (3.4) 
and (3 .6) . Combinations resulting in the same value of q have the same winding factor and, 
therefore, the winding factor as function of the number of coils per magnet pole per phase, 
q, is shown in Fig. 3.4 when /30 =0 and f30 =0.5ac. In Appendix C the most promising pole
coil combinations (kw > 0.65) are given. For both cases it can be noticed that machines 
having q=l /4 give the highest winding factor , kw=0.716 and kw=0.955 respectively. These 
types of machines have kd=l and therefore show a peak value in the figure. For comparison, 
slotless machines having q=l (distributed windings) have a winding factor of 0.699 and 0.791, 
respectively. 

Magnet poles and coils combinations resulting in q=l/4 are selected for their high winding 
factor and because they can be obtained with every number of magnet poles which is a multiple 
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1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5 x " l " 
q = Q/2p/m = J = f4 - 9 x "O" 

,10010010010010 

i ~---_:..:.~_=_3_x ~. 
lflo o lfP o lflo o lfP o lflo lflo o lfP o lflo o lfP o lflo 
~C' B ~ B'~C' B ~ B'~C'~A' C ~ C'~A' C ~ C'~A' 

+II/////~~ 

5) S=[A -A A -A AB-BB-BB C -CC -C CJ 
SA=[l -2 3 -4 5] 
S3=[6 -7 8 -9 10] 
Sc=[ll -12 13 -14 15] 

19 

Figure 3.3: Determination of the coil layout for a three-phase machine with 14 magnet poles 
and 15 coils. 

Table 3.1: Winding layout for machines with q=l/4 and concentrated windings. 
Winding layout 

[A+ A_ C+ c_ B+ B_ A+ A_ C+ c_ B+ B_ ... ] 

of four. During optimization the number of magnet poles is varied and the number of coils 
is determined according to Q=6qp. Table 3.1 gives the winding layout for a machine with 
q=l/4. 
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Figure 3.4: Winding factors for slotless machines with concentrated windings versus the 
number of coils per magnet pole per phase, q. 



Chapter 4 

Multi-physical framework 

To optimize the design of the rotary actuator under certain constraints, a multi-physical 
model is required. Although finite element analysis is accurate, it is also time consuming 
and difficult to use in a optimization process. Therefore, in this chapter a multi-physical 
framework is created and discussed . This framework contains a 2D semi-analytical magneto
static, a thermal and a mechanical model. 

4.1 Coordinate systems 

The permanent magnet synchronous machine under study here, has a cylindrical design. So, 
cylindrical coordinates are the obvious choice to model the actuator. Because the actuator 
consists a fixed and a moving part , two coordinate systems are required , which are indicated 
in Fig. 4.1. The first coordinate system (r ,B,z) is fixed to the coils with the center of the first 
coil at B=O and z=O in the middle of the coils. The second coordinate system (r,¢,z) is fixed 
to the magnets and the center of a radial magnetized magnet is at ¢ =0. To account for the 
circumfirential motion between the magnets and coils, a relative angular displacement between 
the two coordinate systems b.B is introduced, which is defined as b.B = (B - Bo) - (¢ - ¢0) . 
For simplicity, the offsets Bo and ¢0 are taken to zero. The angular velocity is defined as 
w- dl:;,.() 

- dt 

4.2 Magnetic flux density distribution of Halbach array 

4.2.1 General open-circuit magnetic field solution 

An analytical model of the open field magnetic field distribution is important to predict the 
force capabilities, back-EMF waveforms and dynamic performance of a brushless permanent 
magnet motor. Based on the work of Zhu and Howe in [18] an analytical model is obtained by 
solving the Laplace/ Poisson field equations, without any assumption regarding the relative 
recoil permeability of the magnets. The solution of the magnetic field is a Fourier series 
with its coefficients being solved with boundary conditions between different regions in the 
motor. Different papers give models for the magnet field when a Halbach magnet array 
is employed, but all have certain assumptions. In [19] and [20] ideal magnetized Halbach 
arrays are assumed, while [12] also sets the relative permeability to unity. The authors 
of [21] give a solution to a two-segment Halbach magnetization array, but assume unity 

21 
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Figure 4.1: Coordinates sytems for the slotless permanent magnet actuator. 

relative permeability in the magnets and also does not exactly model the magnets with square 
waveform magnetization. On the other hand, the writers of [22] do not give a solution to the 
magnetic field distribution. 

In this section, therefore, the models obtained from the technique as described in [18] 
are further extended to account for the two-segmented quasi-Halbach array with straight 
magnetization. The following assumption are made in the semi-analytical field calculation: 

• Two-dimensional fields are assumed in cylindrical coordinates. Therefore, the magnetic 
field only contains radial and tangential components. 

• The actuator is assumed to be infinitely long, so the end effects are neglected in this 
model. 

• The relative permeability of iron is infinite. 

• The magnets have a linear demagnetization curve in the 2-quadrant and are fully mag-
netized in the direction of magnetization. 

Since the relative permeability in the iron parts of the actuator are chosen to be infinite, 
only the solutions for the magnetic field inside the airgap and magnets have to be found. 
Figure 4.2 shows a schematic of the rotary actuator with the airgap and magnet regions. The 
figure also shows the leading dimensions used in the magneto-static model. 

This model is obtained by first considering Amperes law 

V x H = J, (4.1) 

where H is the magnetic field strength and J is the current density vector. For the airgap 
region B1 = µ0H1, where B1 is the flux density vector and by introducing the vector potential, 
A, according to 

B = V x A, (4.2) 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the slotless permanent magnet motor with a two-segment quasi
Halbach magnet array. 

for the airgap region (rm :::::; r:::::; rb, indicated by subscript I), Eq. (4.1) can be rewritten 

(4.3) 

By defining the divergence of the vector potential to be zero (\7 · A1=0) and assuming zero 
current density, Laplace's equation is obtained 

( 4.4) 

The flux density vector in the magnets (re :::::; r :::::; rm , indicated by subscript II) is described 
as 

(4.5) 

where µr is the relative recoil permeability of the magnets and Mo is the remanent magneti
zation vector. 
By taking the curl, using Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) and also assuming zero current in this region, 
the Poisson equation is obtained 

(4.6) 

Because the magnetic field only has components in radial and tangential direction and 
depends on r and </>, according to Eq. ( 4.2) the vector potential only has a component in the 
axial direction and likewise depends on r and </> 

(4.7) 
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The Laplace and Poission equations can therefore be further evaluated 

n 2A _ (~~ ( 0Az1) __!:_ o
2
Az,1) _ 

v I - r or r or + r2 o<f>2 ez - 0, ( 4.8) 

2 (1 o ( oAzII) 1 o2
AzII) 

\7 An= ;: or r--a:;:- + r 2 o</>2 ez = -µo \7 x M 0 . (4.9) 

Considering the periodicity of the geometry, the (homogeneous) solution for the vector po
tential in the airgap can be written as a linear combination of sin(np</>)- and cos(np</>)-terms 
and (rnP)- and (rnP)-terms. By a appropriately choosing the magnetization of the magnets, 
either the sin(np</>)- or the and cos(np</> )-terms can be eliminated. Here the solution can be 
written as 

00 

A1(r, </> ) = Az1(r, </>)ez = L (Xn1rnp + Yn1r-np) sin(np<f>)ez. (4.10) 
n=l 

For the magnets a particular solution to the curl of the magnetization in the magnets, 
Apart(r, </>), is added to the homogeneous solution ofEq. (4.10) 

00 

An(r, </>) = AzII(r , </>)ez = L (XnIIrnp + YnIIr-np) sin(np<f>)ez + Apart(r , </>). (4.11) 
n=l 

4.2.2 Magnetization of the two-segmented quasi-Halbach array 

The remanent magnetization vector M 0 of the two-segmented quasi-Halbach array can be 
analyzed for two cases: curved and straight magnetization (see Fig. 4.3) . Although, the curved 
magnetization pattern either has radial or circumferential components of the magnetization 
in the different segments of the Halbach array, the straight magnetization shows both radial 
and tangential components of the magnetization vector in all segments of the quasi-Halbach 
array. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.3: Magnetization pattern for Halbach magnet array: (a) curved magnetization (b) 
straight (parallel) magnetization. 
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To illustrated the difference between both cases, the waveforms of the radial and tangential 
components of the magnetization are illustrated in Fig. 4.4. While for the curved magnetiza
tion both components have a square-shaped waveform, the straight waveform shows a more 
distrorted sine-shaped waveform in both components. Especially for low pole counts, straight 
magnetization approaches ideal Halbach magnetization (containing only sinusoidal waveforms 
of the magnetization) better. Whether, this gives an advance over curved magnetization is left 
to be investigated in future work. Because straight magnetization is easier to obtain during 
fabrication of the magnets, this type of magnetization will be considered. For completeness, 
also a description for curved magnetization is given. 
Both the radial and tangential components of the magnetization vector, Mr and Mq;, respec
tively, of the two-segmented quasi-Halbach array are described as 

Mr _ !J.r..=. } (2-n)7r µo _ Z!:_ ~¢~ 
Mq; 0 p -211 

Mr 0 } (2-n)7r 
~¢~ 

Q7r 

Mq; !J.r..=. -211 - 2p' 
µo 

Mr !J.r..=. } µo Q7r 
~¢~ 

Q7r 

Mq; 0 - 2p 2p' 

Mr 0 } Q7r 
~¢~ 

(2-n)7r 

Mq; _ !J.r..=. 2p 211 
µo 

Mr _ !J.r..=. } (2-n)7r µo ~¢~ 
7r 

Mq; 0 211 Ji• 

for curved magnetization, and 

Mr _B,,- cos(¢+ n/p) } 7r ~¢~ 
(2 - n)7r µo 

Mq; Brem sin(</J + 7r jp) p -211 
µo 

Mr B,,_ sin(¢+" / 2p) } (2-n)7r 
~¢~ 

Q7r µo 
Mq; = !J.r..=. cos(¢+ 7r / 2p) -211 - 2p' 

µo 

Mr B,,_ cos(¢) } Q7r 
~¢~ 

Q7r µo 
Mq; = - Brem sin( </J) - 2p 2P • 

µo 

Mr - B,,_ sin(¢ - " / 2p) } Q7r 
~¢~ 

(2-n)7r µo 
Mq; - Brem cos( </J - 7r j 2p) 2p 211 

µo 

Mr _ll=m. cos(¢- n/ p) } (2-n)7r 
~¢~ 7r µo 

Mq; !J.r..=. sin(¢ - 7r / p) 211 Ji• 
µo 

for straight magnetization. Here Brem is the remanent flux density of the magnets and 
a = </;p<P_J</Jc is the radial magnet arc to pole arc ratio. 
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Figure 4.4: Waveform of magnetization components Mr and M<fi: (a) curved magnetization, 
(b) straight magnetization. 

The magnetization of the two-segment quasi-Halbach array will be approximated by a 
Fourier series 

00 00 

Mo= L MnrCos(np¢)er- L Mn¢Sin(np¢)e<j> , (4.12) 
n=l ,3,5 .. n=l,3,5 .. 

where Mnr and Mn </! are obtained by applying the Fourier analysis to the magnetization 
components as given above, resulting in 

for curved magnetization and 

4Brem . (n7ra) --sm --
µ0n7r 2 ' 

4Brem (n7ra) --cos --
µon7r 2 ' 

p_B_re_m { 1 [sin ( (2 - a)7rn _ _ a7r) +cos ( (2 - a )7rn + _(1_-_ a_)_7r) 
µo7r np + 1 2 2p 2 2p 

+sin ((np + 1) 0'.7r) - cos ((np + 1) 0'.7r - ~) ] 
2p 2p 2p 

+ 
1 

[sin ((
2 - a)7rn + _a7r) +cos ((np - 1)-0'.7r + ~) 

np - 1 2 2p 2p 2p 

+ sin ( (np - 1) ~;) - cos c2 
- ;)7rn - (l ~pa)7r)]} , 

p_B_re_m { 1 [sin ((2 - a)7rn _ _ a7r) +cos ((2 - a)7rn + (1 - a)7r) 
µo7r np + 1 2 2p 2 2p 

+sin ((np+ l)a7r)- cos ((np+ 1)0'.7r - ~)] 
2p 2p 2p 

+ 1 [cos ((2 - a)7rn _ (1- a)7r)- sin ((2 - a)7rn + _a7r) 
np- 1 2 2p 2 2p 

- sin ( ( np - 1) ~;) - cos ( ( np - 1) ~; + ~)] } , 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 
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for straight magnetization when np =f 1. 
For the special case when p = 1 ideal Halbach magnetization is achieved with straight mag
netization. For this case the magnetization vector M 0 can be described by 

M Brem ( ) Brem . ( ) o = -- cos </> er - -- sm </> e<P. 
µo µo 

(4.15) 

4.2.3 Solution of the open-circuit magnetic field 

After having obtained the description of the magnetization vector, the general solution of 
the open-circuit magnetic field can be further evaluated for the two-segmented quasi-Halbach 
array. First, the particular solution needs to be found. Second, the solution for the flux 
density in both regions (magnet and air) is derived from the vector potential. In the third 
and final step, boundary conditions are used to find the coefficients in the field solutions in 
order to fully characterize the magnetic field in both regions. 

The particular solution to Eq. ( 4.6) can be written in the form 

00 

Apart(r,¢) = L Gnrsin(np<f>)ez. (4.16) 
n=l ,3,5 .. 

By substituting this solution and the description of magnetization into Eq. (4.9) , Gn is ob
tained as 

G _ npMnr - Mn<P 
n-µo 22 1 n p -

( 4.17) 

This partial solution is not valid for the case when np=l. In this special case, let r = et, so 
Eq. ( 4.6) becomes 

EP Az,part(r, </>) + 82 
Az,part(r, </>) _ _ (M _ M ) t . (,,/,) 

8t2 o¢2 - µo Ir 1¢ e sm 'f' . ( 4.18) 

By assuming 

(4.19) 

and substituting this solution into Eq. (4.18), the constant G1 is obtained as 

( 4.20) 

The final solution for the partial solution when np=l as function of r becomes 

Apart ( r, </>) = G1 rln( r) sin( np</> )ez. (4.21) 

With B = V' x A = ~ 8~z er - 88!.z e <P the radial and tangential components of the flux 
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density in the airgap and magnets for np =I- 1 become 

00 

Br1(r, ¢) 2= (npXn1rnp-l + npYn1r-np-l) cos(np<jJ), ( 4.22) 
n=l ,3,5 .. 

00 

B¢I(r,¢) - 2= (npXn1rnp-l - npYn1r-np-l) sin(np</J ), ( 4.23) 
n=l ,3,5 .. 
00 

Br11(r,¢) 2= (npXn11rnp-l + npYn11r-np-l + npGn) cos(np<jJ), ( 4.24) 
n=l,3,5 .. 

00 

B,p11(r,¢) - 2= (npXn11rnp-l - npYn11r- np-l + Gn) sin(np¢). ( 4.25) 
n=l ,3,5 .. 

For np = 1, the radial and tangential components of the flux density in the airgap and 
magnets become 

Br1(r, ¢) 

B¢I(r,¢) 

Br11(r, ¢) 

B,p11(r, ¢) 

(Xu+ Xur- 2
) cos(¢), 

- (Xu - Xur- 2
) sin(¢), 

(X111 + Y111r - 2 + G1ln(r)) cos(¢), 

-(X111 - Y111r - 2 + G1ln(r) + G1) sin(¢). 

( 4.26) 

( 4.27) 

( 4.28) 

( 4.29) 

The constants Xn1, Yn1, Xn11, Yn11, Xu, Xu, X111 and Y111 are found by satisfying the 
following boundary conditions: 

H,p1lr=rb 0, ( 4.30) 

H,p11lr=rc 0, (4.31) 

Br1lr=rm Br1I lr=rm1 ( 4.32) 

H,p1lr=rm H ¢11 I r=rm · ( 4.33) 

In Appendix B.l the boundary conditions are further evaluated by substituting the solutions 
for the flux density given by Eqs. (4.22) to (4.29), into Eqs . (4.30) to (4.33) . For numerical 
calculations the final solutions can be written as 
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Br1(r,¢) 

BrII(r,¢) 

~ np(Mnr - npMn¢) (rc)np+l ( ,,J,. ) + ~ µo 2 2 - cos np'f' 
n p -1 r 

n=l,3,5 .. 
00 

+ L npGn cos(np¢), ( 4.36) 
n=l,3 ,5 .. 

- f np([N;J~r] + [NnII<P]) [(.!._) np-l - (rc)np+l (!i.)np-ll sin(np¢) 
(n p - l)[Dn] rm r rm 

n=l ,3,5 .. 

+ 
~ np(Mnr - npMn¢) (rc)np+l . ( ,,J,.) 
~ µo 2 2 - sm np'f' 

n p -1 r 
n =l ,3,5 .. 

00 

- L Gnsin(np¢), (4.37) 
n=l,3,5 .. 

where, 

µo [(Mnr + Mn¢)(np - 1) + 2(Mnr - npMn¢) (!i.)np+l 
~ ~ 

- (Mn" - Mn;)(np + 1) (;:)'"Pl , ( 4.38) 

µ0 Mnr [(µ rnp -1) (rm)
2
np -(µrnp+l) 

µr rb 

-(~ - l) (;:r+l +(µ"+I) (;:f+I (:: t]' ( 4.39) 

µo Mn<P [(np- µr) (rm)2np + (np + µr) 
µr Tb 

+n* -1) c:r+l -np(~ +I)(;:) np+l (:: f], ( 4.40) 

(µ"µ: 1) (1- G:t) 
-(µ"i: 1

) ( (:: t -(;:t), (4.41) 
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for np =I 1 and 

B¢II(r,</>) 

where, 

[NH] 

[Nll1m] 

for np = 1. 
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[[iJl [i + (~)2] cos(</>), 

- [NH] [i - (rb)2] sin(</>), 
[D1] r 

([Nll1c][;i[]N1JJm]) [ 1 + (~) 2] cos(</>) 

+G1 (zn (r~) + (~)2 Zn (;~)-1) cos(</>) 

-µ0M1 ¢ cos(</>), 

_ ([NlIJc] - [Nll1m]) [i _ (rc) 2] sin(</>) 
[D1] r 

+G1 (-zn (r~) + c:r Zn(;~)) sin(</>) 

-µ0M1¢ (~)2 sin(</>), 

;:, [(Mic+ M1;) ( (:: )' - G:)') 
+2(M1, - M1;) G:) 2 

ln (::)] , 

G1 [ln (;:) ( (µ"µ: 1
) G:) 2 

- (µ"µ~ 1) (;:) ') 

+1-(::)l 
µ0M1+- ( :: )'] , 

( µ, µ: I) ( 1 -G:) 2) 

- ( ~µ~ 1) ( (::) 2 - (;:) ')' 

( 4.42) 

( 4.43) 

(4.44) 

( 4.45) 

( 4.46) 

( 4.4 7) 

(4.48) 

(4.49) 

The solutions for the flux density are implemented in MATLAB and for the dimension 
of the initial design of the rotary actuator proposed by Wijdeven B.V. (given in Appendix 
A), the results for the airgap flux density (r = r9 = (rb + rm)/2) were compared with FEM. 
Figure 4.5 shows excellent agreement between the analytical and FE-model. 

For a fixed airgap length and stator radius (rb=27.5 mm and rm=25.2 mm) the influence 
of the core radius to magnet radius ratio, re/rm, on the fundamental harmonic of the airgap 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the flux density inside the airgap calculated analytically and 
simulated using FEM (re=19.5mm, rm=25.7mm, rb=27.5mm, a=2/3, Brem=l.33, µr=l.1). 

flux density for different number of magnet poles is shown in Fig. 4.6a. For low values of 
re/rm, i.e. large length of the magnets relative to the rotor radius, the airgap flux density 
decreases significantly for higher pole counts. It can also be observed, that the magnitude of 
the flux density in the airgap remains constant for low values of, re/rm. 
More interesting to see is the influence of the variable magnet length versus the airgap length 
for fixed shaft and stator radii. In Fig. 4.6b the fundamental harmonic of the airgap flux 
density is shown as function of the magnet radius to back-iron radius ratio, rm/rb, when 
rb=27.5 mm, re=l9.5 mm and a=2/3. Clearly, the airgap flux density increases for larger 
values of the magnet length and decreasing airgap. For rm / rb<0.95 , a lower magnet pole 
count gives a higher magnetic loading. Such values of rm / rb would be relevant for slotless 
machines, since they generally have a large airgap. In slotless machines, the benefit of a larger 
magnetic loading with increasing magnet length and smaller airgap is compromised by a lower 
electrical loading, as less windings can be placed in a smaller airgap. Slotted machines have 
a small airgap so rm / rb approaches unity. In this case a larger pole count would increase the 
magnetic loading. 
The influence of variable magnet arc to pole arc ratio, a , for fixed dimensions of the motor 
is shown in Fig. 4.6c and d. The latter figure shows a minimum value of the total harmonic 
distortion (THD) for all pole counts when a=0.5. Here, the third harmonic of the flux density 
is zero, while the fifth harmonic shows its peak value. At the same time, for higher magnet 
pole counts the magnitude of the first harmonic shows its peak value, as can be seen in 
Fig. 4.6c. Higher pole counts have a lower THD , so a more sinusoidal flux density can be 
expected, which in turn gives lower torque ripple. However, machines having a fractional 
number of the number of coils per slot per phase (q<l) filter higher harmonics in the back
EMF. To illustrate this, the THD as function of the magnet arc to pole arc ratio again is 
shown in Fig. 4.7, but now every harmonic of the flux density is corrected with the winding 
factor. Basically, this figure shows the total harmonic distortion of the back-EMF. 
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Figure 4.6: Influence of design parameters on the magnetic loading in the airgap: (a) airgap 
flux density for variable core radius to magnet radius ratio, re/rm (rm = 25.2 mm, rb= 27.5 
mm and a =2/3), (b) airgap flux density for variable magnet radius to back-iron radius ratio, 
rm/rb (rc=l9.5 mm, rb= 27.5 mm and a =2/3), (c) airgap flux density for variable radial 
magnet arc to magnet pole arc ratio, a (rc=l9.5 mm, rm =25 .2 mm and rb= 27.5 mm) , (d) 
total harmonic distortion of airgap flux density for variable a. 
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Figure 4.7: Total harmonic distortion of the airgap flux density after correction with the 
winding factor. 

4.3 Torque calculation 

A general method of calculating the torque produced by an actuator is using Maxwell stress 
t ensor [23] . In the case of a slotless structure, using the Lorentz force is a more convenient 
way to determine the torque. Lorentz force is a force acting on a steady current imparted 
by an external B-field. Figure 4.8 shows the permanent magnet actuators including the coils 
and the torque on a current distribution J inside the coils volume, V , is calculated according 
to 

T =iv r x (J x Bext)dV =iv r x (J x B1)dV, (4.50) 

where r is the vector to the point about which the torque is computed and B1 is the magnetic 
flux density inside the airgap region. Considering only current density in the axial direction 
in the airgap region and radial and tangential components of the magnetic flux density, the 
torque only has a component about the z-axis 

(4.51) 

For a coil having N conductors, all carrying a current I, the current density Jz can be 
expressed as 

Jz = NI 
Abundle 

Abundle is the cross-sectional area of one bundle of a coil given by 

where ac is the total coil span and (30 is the coil opening angle. 

(4.52) 

( 4.53) 
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of the slotless permanent magnet motor including the coils. 

Given the current density, the torque is only calculated along the active length of the 
magnets, Lact· For a single coil i, with offset angle Oi, the integral of Eq. ( 4.51) needs to be 
evaluated over both bundles of the coil, giving 

where A+ and A_ are the cross-sectional areas of both bundles. 
By using the identity 

sin(np(ac - 1:10 + Oi)) - sin(np(/30 - 1:10 + Oi)) 

- sin(np(-/30 - 1:10 + Oi)) + sin(np(-ac - 1:10 + Oi)) 

= 2(cos(np/3o) - cos(npac)) sin(np(/:10 - Oi)), 

the torque on coil i can be expressed as 

00 

Tz,i = - L lz ,iLactBn,e Rn,e sin(np(/:10 - Oi)). 
n=l,3,5 .. 

( 4.55) 
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For np #- 1 

Bn,e 

Rn,e 

(n2p2 - l) [Dn] ' 
2 

- [cos(np,60 ) - cos(npac)] 
np 

[ 
1 (Rm ) np+ 

1 
( ( Rc0 ) np- l R3 _ ( Rei ) np- l R3 ) 

np + 2 Rs Rs Co Rs c, 

_ 1 ( ( Rm ) np+ 
1 

3 _ (Rm ) np+ 
1 

3 ) l 
- 2 R RCo R RCi ' np Co C; 

where [Nn1] and [Dn] are given by Eqs. (4.38) and (4.41) , respectively. For np=l 

Bn,e 

Rn,e 

[Nu] 
[D1]' 

~[cos(,Bo) - cos(ac)] [R~0 - R~i + 3R;Rc0 - 3R;RcJ , 

where [Nu] and D1 are given by Eqs. (4.46) and (4.49), respectively. 
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( 4.56) 

( 4.57) 

( 4.58) 

(4.59) 

For a 3-phase machine with wye-connection, the phase current densities can be written as 

JA J sin(pfl()) , ( 4.60) 

J3 
27!' 

J sin(pfl() - 3 ), (4.61) 

Jc 
27!' 

J sin(pfl() + 3 ). ( 4.62) 

The total torque of the slotless permanent magnet actuator can then be calculated according 
to 

TLorentz 
00 

- L L LactBn,eRn,e J sin(pfl()) sin(np(fl() - ()i)) 
iECA n = l ,3,5 .. 

00 27!' - L L LactBn,eRn,eJ sin(pfl() - 3) sin(np(fl() - ()i)) 
iECa n=l,3,5 .. 

00 27!' - L L Lact Bn,eRn,e J sin(pfl() + 3) sin(np(fl() - ()i)). (4.63) 
ifCc n=l,3,5 .. 

For a combination of the number of magnet poles and coils resulting in q=l / 4, all coils in 
a phase are electrically aligned. The common (mechanical) angle offset ()i for each phase is 

()A 0, 

()3 
7l' 

-6, 

ec 7l' 

6 
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Figure 4.9: Total torque and torque per phase predicted analytical for a peak current of 1.4A 

Considering only the first harmonic of the magnetic field the total torque becomes 

( 4.64) 

Figure 4.9 shows the torque for the initial design determined according to Eq. (4.63). The 
analytical model shows excellent agreement with FE-simulation. 

4.4 Stationary and moving circuits 

An electro-mechanical devices converts electrical energy to mechanical energy or vice versa. 
Such a device can be split into three subsystems: electrical, magnetic and the mechanical 
subsystem. The interconnection from the magnetic to the electrical subsystem follows from 
the quasi-static field theory and can be obtained for stationary and moving circuits. The 
objective of this section is to show that for this application both stationary coils and moving 
coils result in the same electrical behavior when the same conditions are considered. These 
conditions are that the relative (rotational) motion of the stationary member to the moving 
member is the same in both cases and all dimensions are equal. In the following subsections 
the electrical behavior for stationary and moving circuits in a cylindrical actuator will be 
analyzed for a single coil placed in a sinusoidal magnetic field with amplitude fJ, where the 
flux density (only radial component) is given by 

Bext = B cos(p( </>))er (4.65) 

Figure 4.10 shows the single coil placed above the magnets. An electrical circuit consisting a 
voltage source V8 and a resistance R, is attached to the coil. 
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Figure 4.10: Schematic illustration of a stationary or moving coil. 

4.4.1 Stationary coil 

To analyze the electrical circuit for a quasi-static field, the following integral along a contour 
C needs to be evaluated [23] 

J E. di= - J aA . di - J \7'P. dl. (4.66) le le at le 
For the single coil problem as is shown in Fig. 4.10 this integral becomes 

. di 8A(!:::..e) 
Vs= i(R + Rcoil) + M dt + w a1:::..e , ( 4.67) 

where Rcoil and M are the resistance and the inductance of the coil, respectively. The last 
term on the right hand side of the equation is the voltage induced by a time varying flux 
linked by the coil, A, and is referred to as the electro-motive force or back-EMF. The flux 
linkage of a coil in a moving magnetic field, B, is determined according to 

A= 1 B · dS . 
coil 

( 4.68) 

When a magnetically linear system is considered, B can be written as a superposition of two 
fields: Bi is due to the current i in the coil and Bext is the field produced by the magnets. 
Only Bext depends on !:::...e, so for now it suffices to evaluate Eq. (4.68) as follows 

1 1Lact Jett 
A = . Bext · dS = B cos(p¢ )rdedl, 

coil 0 - Ctt 

2 A 

-r LactB sin(pat) cos(p!:::...e), 
p 

( 4.69) 

(4.70) 

where r is the radius of the coil and Lact the active axial length of the magnets. The back
EMF, therefore, becomes 

aA(!:::...e) A • • 

e = w a1:::...e = -2wr LactB sm(pac) sm(p!:::...e) . ( 4. 71) 
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Similarly, the inductance can be obtained as 

8A(i) 81 81 M = ~ = ~ (Bi(i) + Bext(.6.e)) · dS = ~ Bi(i) · dS. 
ui ui coil ui coil 

(4.72) 

This integral will not be evaluated for now, but the equation shows that the inductance only 
depends on the field produced by the coil itself. 

4.4.2 Moving coil 

For a coil moving through a static (time constant) magnetic field, the electrical equation 
becomes [23] 

. di 1 Vs = i(R + Rcoiz) + M- - [(w X r) X Bext] · dl. 
dt coil 

(4.73) 

Again , the last term is referred to as the back-EMF. With the rotation fixed to the z-axis, 
w = wez and r = rer , where r is the distance of the conductors of the coil perpendicular to the 
z-axis. The line integral is evaluated only along the active length of the magnets (Bext i= 0) 
and can be split for the two conductors of the coil: 

1. the first conductor is placed at () = -at and the integral is in positive z-direction with 
dl = dlez , so 

1
L act 

-
0 

[(wez x rer) x B cos(p(-at - .6.()))er] · dlez = wrLactB cos(p(at + .6.())) . (4.74) 

2. The second conductor is placed at() = at and the integral is in negative z-direction with 
dl = dlez , so 

- f, 0 

[(wez x rer) x Bcos(p(at - .6.()))er] · dlez = -wrLactBcos(p(at - .6.())). (4.75) 
Lact 

Summing both results gives 

e = -2wrLactB sin(pac) sin(p.6.()), ( 4. 76) 

which is the same result for the back-EMF obtained for a stationary coil. The inductance for 
moving coils is defined as [23] 

( 4. 77) 

which is similar to the inductance for the stationary coil. 
It can be concluded that the electrical equations for both stationary and moving coils are 

the same (if the resistance of the coil is constant). Therefore, the method for calculating the 
back-EMF and inductance for the case of fixed coils and moving magnets, can be used for 
the case where the coils are moved. 
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Figure 4.11: Schematic of the slotless permanent magnet motor including the coils. 

4. 5 Back-EMF calculation 

Predicting the back-EMF of the slotless machine is less straight forward then for slotted 
machine, because not all windings in a coil in a slotless machine have the same flux linkage. 
Although the total back-EMF can be determined by calculating the back-EMF for every 
single winding in a coil, when designing an electric machine the number of turns in the coil 
might still be unknown. Therefore , in this section the average back-EMF of a turn in a coil 
will be determined. Once the total number of turns is known, the total back-EMF of the 
actuator can be determined multiplying the average back-EMF with the number of turns. 
The structure as is shown Fig. 4.11 is used in the analysis. 

Consider a single turn with a cross-sectional area dA running somewhere in coil i (with 
offset angle Oi) at radius rand spanning 2at, which is shown in Fig. 4.11. The flux linked by 
this turn can be expressed according to 

Wt,dA(at , r)= f BrdS=Lact j °'t Br1(r,e+ei)rdO, 
j St -at 

(4.78) 

where Lact is the active length of the actuator and Br1 is the radial component of the open 
field flux density in the airgap. Using Eqs. ( 4.34) and ( 4.42) and evaluating this integral gives 

00 

2LacdNnl] [ (_!__) np-l (Rm) np+l + (Rm) np+ll 
Wt ,dA(at ,r ) = ~ 

6 (n2p2 - l)[Dn] Rs Rs r n=l,3,5 .. 

·r sin(npat) cos(np(b.e - ei)), (4.79) 
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for np #l and 

(4.80) 

for np=l. 
By assuming that the coil contains a large number of turns like the one described above, 

the total flux linkage of this coil becomes 

For np #l the total flux linkage becomes 

\II = 
~ 1 [Nn1] 
~ 2Lact-[cos(np,60 ) - cos(npac)] ( 2 2 )[D ] 

np n p - 1 n 
n = l ,3,5 .. 

[ 
1 (rm)np+l ((rco)np-l r3 _ (rci)np-l r3·) 

np + 2 rb rb co rb ci 

- _ rm r~0 - rm r~i cos(np(l::.(} - (}i)) . 1 ( ( ) np+l ( ) np+l ) l 
np 2 Teo Tei 

For np=l the total flux linkage becomes 

\II = 2 [Nu] [ 3 3 2 2 J 
3Lact [Dl] rco - rci + 3rbrco - 3rbrci 

·[cos(np,60 ) - cos(npac)] cos(l::.(} - ei)· 

The average flux linkage per turn can be calculated as 

\II 
\II av = , 

A bundle 

where Abundle is the cross-sectional area of one bundle of the coil given by Eq. 4.53. 
The average back-EMF for a turn in coil i can now be expressed as 

d'l/Jav 
eav ,i -dt, 

[)'l/J av [) l::. (} 
- [)l::.(} at' 

[)\If av 
-w [) l::.(} ' 

( 4.81) 

( 4.82) 

( 4.83) 

( 4.84) 

( 4.85) 

where w is the mechanical angular velocity of the moving member. By using Eq. (4.84) the 
average back-EMF can be further evaluated 

00 

eav ,i = L WWn sin(np(l::.(} - (}i)), ( 4.86) 
n=l,3,5 .. 

where 
Lst 

Wn=BneRneA , 
' ' bundle 

( 4.87) 
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Figure 4.12: Phase back-EMF for the initial design of the slotless PM actuator with w=90 
rad s- 1 . 

is the amplitude of the flux linkage. For np #l, Bn,e and Rn,e are given by Eqs. ( 4.56) and 
(4.57) , respectively and for np=l they are given by Eqs. (4.58) and (4.59). 
The total phase back-emf is obtained by summing the back-EMF of all coils in the phase, 
each having N turns , can be calculated as 

Q / 3 

eph = L Neav,i 

Figure 4.12 shows the phase back-EMFs for the slotless permanent magnet actuator with 
the dimensions of the initial design, containing 92 turns per coil and w=90 rad s- 1 . The 
results show good agreement with FEM. 

4.6 Armature field 

To calculated the inductance of the concentrated windings inside the slotless PM acuator and 
to determine t~e demagnetization of the magnets, the magnetic field, or armature field, due 
to the current in the coils needs to be determined. To find a solution for the armature field , 
first a description of the current density for a certain winding layout needs to found. Using 
the same technique which is used to find the magnetic field due to the magnets , which is 
described in [24], the description for the armature is found. 

4.6.1 Current density distribution 

The current density inside the airgap of the slotless PM actuator with a winding layout for 
q=l/4, is shown in Fig. 4.13. The current density distribution in axial direction can be 
described by 

( 4.88) 
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Figure 4.13: Current density distribution. 

where J A, J B and Jc are the current densities for the different phases and are given by 
Eqs. (4.60), (4.61) and (4.62). KwA , KwB and Kwc are the winding distribution functions for 
the phases, respectively. For a machine with q=l/4 the winding distribution functions can 
be represented by Fourier series 

00 

L Kwn sin(vB), 
n=l 

00 27r L Kwn sin(v(B - Q )), 
n=l 

00 2 L Kwn sin(v(B + ; )), 
n=l 

where 
2 

Kwn = -[cos(v7r/Q) - cos(v,80 )]. 

Jrn 
(4.89) 

Here, v = ::i Q is the spatial frequency, where m=3 is the number of phases. 

4.6.2 General solution of the armature field 

When predicting the armature field, the same assumptions as for predicting the magnetic 
field due to the magnets, are made. However, now no magnet material is assumed and the 
space will be replaced by air. This will not result in a significant error in the calculation of 
the magnetic field, since the armature field is only in the order of a couple of percent of the 
field produced by the magnets [25]. In case of the moving coil configuration, for simplicity, 
the coils are assumed to be attached to the back-iron. 

The inductance needs to be determined for the part of the coils which is next to back-iron 
and the part which is in mid-air. The last part consist of straight windings and end-windings. 

Again, a solution for the vector potential, which is introduced by Eq. 4.2, needs to be 
found. However, now three regions will be considered as is illustrated in Fig. 4.15. Region 
III, ranging from r ci :S: r :S: rb, contains the current density carried by the coils and has 
permeability equal to free space, µ 0 . Region IV is air region and for the part of the coil next 
to the back-iron it ranges from re :S: r :S: rci and in mid-air it ranges from 0 :S: r :S: rci· Region 
V is also a air region and ranges from rb :S: r :S: oo. 
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Figure 4.14: Side view of the structure of the rotary actuator for calculation of the armature 
field. 
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Figure 4.15: Schematic of the slotless permanent magnet motor without the magnet material. 
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The Poisson equation for the coil region and the Laplace equations for the air regions are 
given as 

-µoJdist , 

0, 

0. 

( 4.90) 

(4.91) 

( 4.92) 

The vector potential is described as function of r and () and because of the three phase 
current distribution, the following (homogeneous) solution for the vector potential in region 
IV and V is proposed 

A1v(r, ()) 

Av(r, ()) 

00 

l:)XAnivrv + YAn1vr-v) sin(ve)ez 
n=l 

+ f (Xsn1vrv + YsnIVr-v) sin(v(() + ~ ))ez 
n=l 

+ f,(Xcn1vrv + YcnJVT-v) sin(v(() - ~ ))ez, 
n=l 

00 

l:)XAnvrv + YAnvr -v ) sin(v())ez 
n=l 

+ f (Xsnvrv + Ysnvr-v) sin(v(() + ~ ))ez 
n=l 

+ f (Xcnvrv + Ycnvr-v) sin(v(() - ~ ))ez. 
n=l 

The solution for the region III is 

00 

Am(r, ()) = L(XAnIJJTv + YAnIJJT-v) sin(v())ez 
n=l 

00 

+ L(XsnIJJTv + YsnIJJT-v) sin(v(() + ~ ))ez 
n=l 

00 

+ L(XcnIJJTv + YcnIJJT-v) sin(v(() - ~ ))ez 
n=l 

+Apart· 

The particular solution to equation ( 4.90) can be written in the form 

Apart(r, ()) = 
00 

L FAnr2 sin(v())ez 
n=l ,3,5 .. 

~ 2 27f + L...t Fsnr sin(v(() + Q ))ez 
n=l,3,5 .. 

00 

""' 2 . 27f + L...t Fcnr sm(v(() - Q ))ez. 
n=l ,3,5 .. 

( 4.93) 

(4.94) 

( 4.95) 

( 4.96) 
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By substituting this solution and the description of current density distribution given by 
Eq. (4.88) into Eq. (4.90), constants FAn, FBn and Fen are obtained 

FAn 
JAKwn 

( 4.97) µo (v2 - 4)' 

FBn 
JBKwn 

( 4.98) µo (v2 - 4)' 

Fen 
Je Kwn 

( 4.99) µo (v2 - 4)' 

This particular solution is not valid for the case when v = 2. For this special case, let r = et, 
so Eq. ( 4.90) becomes 

( 4.100) 

The particular solution can therefore be written in the form 

Apart(r, (;I) = FA2te2tsin(W)ez 

2t 27!' 
+FB2te sin(2((;1 + Q )ez 

2t 27!' 
+Fe2te sin(2({;1- Q ))ez . (4.101) 

Constants FA2, FB2 and FB2 are obtained by substituting this solution into Eq. (4.100) 

FA2 
JAKwn 

(4.102) -µo 
4 

FB2 
JBKwn 

(4.103) -µo 
4 

Fe2 
Je K wn 

( 4.104) -µo 
4 

The total particular solution for v = 2 then becomes 

Apart(r, (;I) = FA2r2ln(r) sin(W)ez 

2 27!' 
+FB2r ln(r) sin(2((;1 + Q )ez 

2 27!' 
+Fe2r ln(r) sin(2({;1- Q ))ez. (4.105) 

Since the solution for the vector potential contains separate solutions to the three different 
phases which all have the same form, only one general solution to a single phase will be further 
considered. The solution for all three phases are obtained simply by shifting the general 
function with the appropriate angle and using the right constant for the particular solution. 
Reminding Eq. (4.2) , the radial and tangential components of the flux density in region III, 
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IV and V become 

00 

BrIII(r, e) L (vXnJIJTv-l + vYnJIJT-v-l + vFnr) cos(vO), 
n=l ,3,5 .. 

00 

Be1II(r, e) 
n=l ,3,5 .. 

00 

Br1v(r, 0) L (vXn1vrv-l + vYn1vr-v-l) cos(vO), 
n=l,3,5 .. 

00 

n=l ,3,5 .. 

00 

Brv(r, 0) L (vXnvrv-l + vYnvr-v-l) cos(vO), 
n=l ,3,5 .. 

00 

Bev(r, e) = - L (vXnvrv-l - vYnvr-v-l) sin(vO), 

for v =!= 2 and 

for v= 2. 

BrIII(r, e) 

BeII1(r, 0) 

Br1v(r, 0) 

Be1v(r, 0) 

Brv(r, 0) 

Bev(r, 0) 

n=l ,3,5 .. 

(2X21IIr + 2YuIIr-3 + 2F2rln(r)) cos(W), 

= -(2XuIIr - 2YuIIr- 3 + 2F2rln(r) + F2r) sin(W), 

(2Xuvr + 2Yuvr-3
) cos(W) , 

-(2Xuvr - 2Yuvr- 3 ) sin(W) , 

(2X2Vr + 2Y2vr-3
) cos(W), 

-(2X2vr - 2Y2vr-3
) sin(W). 

(4.106) 

( 4.107) 

(4.108) 

(4.109) 

(4.110) 

(4.111) 

(4.112) 

(4 .113) 

(4 .114) 

(4.115) 

(4.116) 

(4.117) 

The coefficients in the solutions of the magnetic fields need to be found for the part of the 
coils which is next to the back-iron and for the part which is in mid-air. This leads to different 
expressions for the coefficients , which will be obtained in the following two subsections. 

4.6.3 Armat ure field for coils next t o the back-iron 

For the part of the coils which are next to the back-iron only the coefficients for region III and 
IV need to be obtained. These coefficients (Xn1JI, YnIIJ , Xn1v , Yn1v, X21JI, YuJI, Xuv , 
Y21v) are obtained by satisfying the field solutions to the following boundary conditions 

HeIIIlr=rb 0, (4.118) 

He1vlr=rc 0, (4.119) 

Br III lr=rci B r IV lr=rci' (4 .120) 

HeIIIlr=rci Hnv lr=rci · (4.121) 

In Appendix B.2 the boundary conditions are further evaluated by substituting the solutions 
for the flux density given by Eqs. ((4.106) to (4.115) into Eqs. (4.118) to (4.121). For numerical 
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calculations the total field solutions become 

BrIII(r, €1) f Fnrei [Nn1] [(!...)v-1 (rei )v+l + (rei )v+l (rb)2vl cos(vB) 
2[Dn] re re r re n=l 

~ (rb)v+l + ~ 2Fnrb -:;: cos(vB) 
n=l 

00 

+ L vFnr cos(vB), 
n=l ,3,5 .. 

47 

(4.122) 

BrJIII(r, €1) -f Fnrei [Nn1] [(!...)v-1 (rei )v+l - (rei )v+l (rb)2vl sin(v€1) 
2[Dn] re re r re n=l 

Br1v(r, €1) 

BrJiv(r, €1) 

where, 

~ (rb)v+l + ~ 2Fnrb -:;: sin(v€1) 
n=l 

00 

- L vFnr sin(v€1), 
n=l ,3,5 .. 

nll r rei rei v+l 
00 

[N ] [ ( ) v-1 ( ) v-1 l ~ Fnrei 2[Dn] re -;;; + (-;:-) cos(vB) , 

-f Fnrei [NnII] [(!...) v-1 (rei )v-1 - (rei)v+l] sin(v€1), 
2[Dn] re re r n=l 

= (v-2)-(v+2)(re. )2v +4(rb.)v+2 
rei rei 

(v - 2) - (v + 2) ( rb.)2v + 4 ( rb.)v+2 
r ei r ei 

= l _ (~:) 2v 

(4.123) 

( 4.124) 

(4.125) 
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for v #2 and 

BfJiu(r, B) 

Br1v(r, B) 

BBiv(r, B) 

where, 

[N21] 

for v= 2. 

Multi-physical framework 

F2rb ;7~~~ [ ( ;b) + ( ~) 
3

] cos(W) 

+F2rb (~) 
3 

(2ln(rb) + 1) cos(W) 

+ 2F2rln(r) cos(W) , 

-F2rb [Nu] [(!...) - (rb)3] sin(W) 
2[D2] rb r 

+F2rb (~) 
3 

(2ln(rb) + 1) sin(W) 

-F2r(2ln(r) + 1) sin(W) , 

F2rc[;;:l [ (;c) + (~)3] cos(W), 

- F2rc [Nui] [(!...) - (rc)3
] sin(W), 

2[D2] re r 

( 4. 126) 

(4.127) 

(4.128) 

(4.129) 

4.6.4 Armature field for coils in mid-air 

For the part of the coils in mid-air only the coefficients for all regions (III , IV and V) need 
to be obtained. These coefficients (XnIJJ, Yn1IJ , Xn1v, Yn1v , Xnv, Ynv, X21u, Y21u, X21v, 
Y21v) are obtained by satisfying the field solutions to the following boundary conditions 

Ao1vlr=O 0, (4. 130) 

Aovlr=oo 0, (4. 131) 

Br/II lr=rci Br IV lr=rci' (4. 132) 

Hou1lr=rci Ho1vlr=rci' (4.133) 

BrJIIlr=rb Brvlr=rb ' ( 4.134) 

Ho1ulr=rb Hovlr=rb· (4.135) 
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For the total field solutions become 

BrIII(r, e) 
r rci v+l 

00 

1 [ ( ) v-1 l ~ 2Fn -(11 + 2)rb rb - (11 - 2)rci (-;:) + 2vr cos(v~~,136) 

BeII1(r, e) 
r rci v+l 

00 

1 [ ( ) v-1 l ~ 2Fn (11 + 2)rb rb - (11 - 2)rci (-;:) - 4r sin(vO), (4.137) 

Br1v(r, 0) 
00 

1 [ ( )v-1 ( )v-1] ~ 2(11 + 2)Fn rci ~i - rb ;b cos(vO), (4.138) 

Be1v(r, 0) 
00 

1 [ ( ) v-1 ( ) v-1] - ~ 2(11 + 2)Fn rci ~i - rb ;b sin(vO), (4.139) 

Brv(r, 0) (4.140) 

Bev(r, 0) 
1 rb v+ 1 r . v+ 1 

00 [ ] - ~ 2(11 - 2)Fn rb (-:;:) - rci ( ;i) sin(vO), (4.141) 

for 11 :f 2 and 

BrIII(r, e) ~ F2 [r~ir-3 
- r + 4rln ( ;J] cos(W), ( 4.142) 

BeII1(r, e) -~F2 [r - r~ir-3 + 4rln ( ;J] sin(W), ( 4.143) 

Br1v(r,e) = (rci ) 2F2rln ;;; cos(W), ( 4.144) 

Be1v(r, 0) ( rci) -2F2rln ;;; sin(W) , (4 .145) 

Brv(r, 0) = 1 3 ( 4 4 ) 2F2r- rci - rb cos(W), (4.146) 

Bev(r, 0) 1 -3 ( 4 4 ) . ( ) 2 F2r r ci - rb sm W , (4.147) 

for 11=2. 

4.6.5 Total solution armature field 

Now the armature field has been solved for a single phase when the coils are next to the 
back-iron and in mid-air, the armature field due to all phase can be obtained by 
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Figure 4.16: Armature reaction field in the coils predicted analytically and with FEM for a 
peak current density of 5 A/ mm2 and .6.0=0. 

BArIII(r, 0) 
BAriv(r, 0) 
BArv(r, 0) 

BBrIII(r, 0) 
BBriv(r, 0) 
BBrv(r, 0) 

BcrIII(r, 0) 
Bcr1v(r, 0) 
Bcrv(r, 0) 

BrIII(r, O)IFn=FAn ' 
Br1v(r, O) IFn=FAn' 
Brv(r, O)IFn=FAn ' 
BrIII(r, 0 + ~) IFn=Fsn• 
Br1v(r, 0 + ~)IFn=Fsn • 
Brv(r, 0 + ~) I Fn=Fsn• 
BrIII(r,0- ~)IFn=Fcn• 
Br1v(r,O- ~)IFn=Fcn• 
Brv(r,0- ~)IFn=Fcn• 

BABIII(r, 0) 
BAB1v(r, 0) 
BAev(r, 0) 

BBeIJ1(r, 0) 
Bm1v(r, 0) 
BBev(r, 0) 

BceII1(r, 0) 
Bce1v(r, 0) 
Bcev(r, 0) 

BeII1(r, O)IFn=FAn ' 
Be1v(r, O)IFn=FAn' 
Bev(r, O)IFn=FAn , 
Be1II(r, 0 + ~)IFn=Fsn• 
Be1v ( r, 0 + ~) IFn=Fsn , 
Bev(r, 0 + ~)IFn=Fsn• 
BeII1(r,O- ~)IFn=Fcn' 
Be1v(r, 0 - ~)IFn=Fcn• 
Bev(r,0- ~)IFn=Fcn · 

The radial and tangential components of the total armature reaction field in the different 
regions can then be obtained as 

Br1II(r, 0) 

Be1II(r, 0) 

Br1v(r, 0) 

Be1v(r, 0) 

Brv(r, 0) 

Bev(r, 0) 

BArIII(r, 0) + BBrIII(r, 0) + BcrIII(r, 0), 

BABIII(r, 0) + Bm1II(r, 0) + BceII1(r, 0), 

BAriv(r, 0) + BBriv(r, 0) + Bcr1v(r, 0), 

BAe1v(r, 0) + Bm1v(r, 0) + Bce1v(r, 0) , 

BArv(r, 0) + BBrv(r, 0) + Bcrv(r, 0) , 

BABv(r, 0) + BBev(r, 0) + Bc ev(r, 0) . 

( 4.148) 

(4.149) 

(4.150) 

(4.151) 

(4.152) 

(4.153) 

Figure 4.16 shows excellent agreement between the flux density in the coils (r = Rc!Rs) 
predicted analytically and predicted with FEM. Here the initial design, given in Appendix A, 
is used for comparison and the peak current density is set to 5 A/ mm2

. 
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Mst 

Figure 4.17: Illustration of a coil for inductance calculation. 

4. 7 Inductance calculation 

The prediction of the self- and mutual-induction of an electric motor is important for the 
match between the motor and servo-amplifier. Especially for slotless actautor, like the one 
discussed in this work, an accurate prediction is important as slotless machine inherent low 
values of the inductance. In this section self- and mutual inductances a predicted for the 
particular design of the slotless PM actuator as discussed in this work and will be split into 
(see Fig. 4.17) 

( 4.154) 

where, Mfe is the inductance of the part of the coil next to the back-iron, Mst is the inductance 
of the straight part of the coil in mid air and M end is the end-winding inductance. 

4.7.1 Self inductance 

Energy stored in the magnetic field of an coil carrying a current I can be expressed according 
to 

Wm = ~ f A · J dV. 
2 lv (4.155) 

For a linear system, both A and J are proportional to the current I and, therefore, Eq. ( 4.155) 
can be written as 

W = ~MJ2 
m 2 ' (4.156) 

where M is called the self-inductance of the coil. The phase self-inductance, Mph, can be 
obtained by rewriting Eq. (4.156) and substituting the magnetic energy from Eq. (4.155) [23] 

M =I; f Aph · JphdV, 
ph lvph 

(4.157) 

where Vph is the volume containing the phase current density. Only the z-components of 
the current density and vector potential are assumed and by evaluating the integral from 
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Eq. (4.157) over both bundles of each coil in phase A, Band C (see Figure 4.15), the phase 
self-inductances for a machine with q=l/4 coil per magnet pole per phase , becomes 

(4.158) 

Ms it [ { ABiu(r,O) ·Js(r,O)dv+ { ABiu(r,O) ·Js(r,O)dv], 
s Jvs+ lvs-

(4.159) 

[ 
/3 21T 21T l N £ Tb - o-- Tb O< e--

C~i f e 1 . l~ _ 2"Q ABiu(r, O)JsrdOdr - 1T 1/3 _ 2"Q ABiu(r, O)JsrdOdr , 
ei ~e Q ei o Q 

Mc Net [ { Acu1(r, 0) · Jc(r, O)dv + { Ac1u(r, 0) · Jc(r, O)dv] , 
~ )~+ )~_ 

(4.160) 

Tb - o Q Tb Cl<e Q 

[ 
/3 + 21T + 21T l l ei lae+2Q Ac1u(r, O)JcrdOdr - l ei io+2Q Ac1u(r, O)JcrdOdr , 

where MJe is the axial length of the part of the coil which is considered, N cph = Q/3 is the 
number of coils per phase and IA, Is and l e are the phase currents. Because of the balanced 
design of the motor, the self-inductances of all phases are the same. So, for now only the 
phase inductance of phase A will be determined, for separate parts of the coil. 

Self-inductance of the part of the coil next to the back-iron 
Reminding the vector potential of phase A by the armature reaction field 

L F 2_ T ei T ei 
oo { [(v - 2) - (v + 2) (~) 

2
v + 4 (DL) v+

2
]} 

n=l n rct 2v [1-(~~rvl 

[ (;J (~: r + C;T G:r] sin(v9) 

+ f ~Fnr; (~) v sin(vO) 
n=l 

00 

+ L vFnr2 sin(vO). 
n=l ,3,5 .. 

For simplicity, replace the term between{ .. } by Re· Since the integrals over the radius rand 
the angle 0 are independent, they can be separated resulting in five different integrals to be 
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solved 

I.i ~ f [ (;J (:: r + c;r G:r] rdr, (4.161) 

[v~2 (::r (ri G:r -r~ (::)")- v~2 G:t (ri (::r -r~) l · 
Ir2 1~ib ( ~ r rdr, 

v ~ 2 [r~ - r~i ( ;:J v] ' (4.162) 

1
rb r3dr = ~ [rt - r:i] , 

T ei 

(4.163) 

1:0 

sin(ve)de - ~:c sin(ve)de = ~ [ cos(v ~) - cos(v,80 )] • (4.164) 

Using the expression for the vector potential (Eq. (4.2)), the integrals from Eq. (4.158) become 

~ JAFn [ 2 2 ] MA= NcphLfe ~ -p Relr1 - -;;rbir2 + Ir3 ·lei· 
n=l A 

By filling in the expressions for the coefficient FAn and current density JA, given by Eqs. (4 .97) 
and (4.60), respectively, the self-inductance for a phase becomes 

NcphN
2 ~ Kwn [ 2 2 ] 

Mph= µoLfe A2 ~ (v2 _ 
4

) Relr1 - -;;rbir2 + Ir3 · Ie1 , 
bundle n=l 

(4.165) 

reminding 

( )
2v ( )v+2 [(v - 2) - (v + 2) ~ + 4 .!:lL ] R _ 2 Tei Tei 

e - rci 2v[l - (~)2v J 
(4.166) 

Self-inductance of the part of the coil in mid-air 
Reminding the vector potential of phase A by the armature reaction field 

~ 1 [ 2 ( r ) v 2 ( r ci ) v 2] AAIII = ~ 
2

v Fn -(v + 2)rb rb - -(v - 2)rci -;;: + 2vr sin(ve). (4.167) 

Because the integrals over the radius r and the angle e are independent, they can be separated 
resulting in only one integral left to be solved 

Ir4 = 1~ib [-(v+ 2)r~(;b)v --(v-2)r~iC;ir +2vr
2
]rdr, 

-r2-v (rv+2 _ rv+2) _ rv+2 (r2-v _ r2-:-v) + ~v (r4 _ r4·) b b ci ci b ci 2 b ci · (4.168) 

The phase self-inductance for this part of the coil becomes 

N N 2 oo K cph ~ wn 
Mph = µoLst A2 ~ 2v(v2 _ 4) lr4le1 · 

bundle n=l 

(4.169) 
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4. 7.2 Mutual inductance 

The inductance considered in the previous section, is calculated for an isolated set of coils. 
However, other sets (different phases) can be magnetically coupled with one other, giving rise 
to the mutual inductance. For instance, a current through the coils of phase A generates a 
flux through the coils of phase B. The mutual inductance from phase i to j in a linear system 
can, therefore, be expressed as 

M· · = -
1-1 A·· J ·dV. i,J I·I· I J 

i J Vj 

Similar to the self inductance, the volume integral needs to be evaluated over both conductors 
of a coil. The mutual inductances MAB, MBc and McA are calculated according to 

MBc ;ct [ { ABIII · Jcdv + { ABIII · Jcdv] , (4 .171) 
B c lvc+ lv0 _ 

N hL f [1Tb 1-f30+ 2Q 1Tb 1ae+ 2Q ] 
;PI e . 

2
" ABJu(r, B)JcrdBdr - . 

2
" ABJu(r, B)JcrdBdr , 

B C Tei -ae+ Q Tei f3o+ Q 

It can be shown that 

Mutual inductance of the part of the coil next to the back-iron 
The integrals for the mutual inductances are in the same form as for the self inductance, so 
the solutions are given directly as 
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where 

1
-f3a-2Q sin(ve)de -1-f3o-2Q sin(ve)de, 

-ac-2Q -ac- 2Q 

2 ( 27r) [ 27r ] ;; cos vQ cos(vQ) - cos(v/30 ) , 

1
-f3o +2Q ( 27r) 1-f3°+2Q ( 27r) 

-ac+ 27r sin ve + Q de - -ac+ 27r sin ve + Q de, 
Q Q 

2 ( 47r) [ 27r ] ;; cos vQ cos(vQ) - cos(v/30 ) , 

1
-f3o ( 2 ) 1-f3o ( 2 ) 

-ac sin ve - ; de - -ac sin ve - ; de , 

2 ( 27r) [ 27r ] ;; cos vQ cos(vQ) - cos(v/30 ) . 

Self-inductance of the part of the coil in mid-air 
The mutual inductance of this part of the coil is given by 

N N 2 oo K 
cph """" wn 

MAB =MBA = µoL st A2 ~ 2v(v2 _ 4) l r4 lo2, 
bundle n=l 

N N 2 oo K 
cph "°"" wn 

µoL st A 2 ~ 2v(v2 _ 4) l r4 l93, 
bundle n =l 

N N 2 oo K 
cph """" wn 

= µoLst A 2 ~ 2v(v2 _ 4) l r4 l94, 
bundle n=l 

4.7.3 End-winding inductance 

55 

(4 .176) 

(4.177) 

(4.178) 

(4.179) 

(4.180) 

(4.181) 

To calculate the inductances of the end-windings of the coils, the technique used to calculated 
the inductances of the straight parts , is difficult to use, because 3D field descriptions are 
required. The end-windings of the coils are, therefore, considered as one half of a disc coil 
and the inductance for a disc coil is obtained from [26]. Figure 4.18 shows a schematic of a 
disc coil with its leading dimensions. The variables a, b and c are calculated according to 

a 

b Tb - Tei, 

1 
2(ae - f3a )(Tb +Tei)· c 

The inductance of a disc coil is given by 

Mdise = 0.1N2aP' X 10- 6
, 

(4 .182) 

(4 .183) 

( 4.184) 

( 4.185) 

where N is the number of turns. P' is the product of P and F , which can be found in [26] 
depending the ratios b/ c and c/2a. 
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Le 

a c 
r+------+i . • ~ . 

'""""'+ Lo 
Figure 4.18: Geometry dimensions of the end-windings. 

The total inductances of the end-windings in a phase can be calculated as 

M end = 0.1NcphN2aP' X 10-6
, (4.186) 

The mutual inductances due to the end-windings are obtained by determining the ratio of the 
mutual inductance to the self-inductance for the straight parts of the coils and multiplying 
this ratio with the end-winding inductance from Eq. 4.186. 

4. 7.4 Total inductance initial design 

To check the expression obtained for the calculation of the self- and mutual-inductances and 
for the active part of the initial design of the rotary actuator the inductances are calculated, 
resulting in 

MAB MAc l [ 507 - 131 - 131 l 
Ms Msc = - 131 507 - 131 µH. 

Mes Mc - 131 - 131 507 
(4.187) 

For comparison, a FE-model was created without the magnetic material. A sinusoidal current 
was fed to the different phases in separate simulations and the voltage over the terminals of all 
the phases were predicted. The inductances were calculated by using the electrical equation 
of the voltage over a inductance j (having no resistance) due to a varying current in phase i 

dL V· 
V = M - i ___,. M · · = w --2. 

J t) dt t) ii . ( 4. 188) 

For a current with an amplitude of 1 A and frequency of 200 Hz the results were exactly the 
same as predicted 

[ 

MA MAB MAc l [ 507 
Mi1,FEM = MsA Ms Msc -131 

McA Mes Mc - 131 

- 131 
507 

-131 

-131 l 
-131 µH. 
507 

(4.189) 

Finally the total self- and mutual inductances according to Eq. 4.154, are calculated for 
the initial design, which results in 

l [ 

816 
- 199 
- 199 

-199 -199 l 
816 - 199 µH , 

- 199 816 
( 4.190) 
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which only shows an error of 3 3 compared to the phase self-inductances measured on the 
pre-prototype of the initial design (Mmeas=840 µH). 

4.8 Resistance Calculation 

To predict the ohmic losses in the coils, the resistance needs to be calculated. The av
erage value of a single turn will be considered, so the total resistance can be obtained 
by multiplying this average resistance with the number of turns, while not exactly know
ing how every single turn is layed inside the coil. The geometry of a single coil is shown 
Fig. 4.19. The resistance consists of the end-winding resistance and the resistance in the 
straight part of the coil. The average resistance per turn in these two parts of the coil are: 

Rst,av 

R end,av = 

2Lst 
PcuA' 

w 

( (3 )
7r(rco + rci) 

Pcu O'.c + o 2Aw , 

(4.191) 

(4.192) 

where Pcu is the electrical resistivity of copper, Lst is the 
length of the straight part of the coil and Aw is the cross
sectional area of the wire. For a square wire Aw = wwtw, 
where Ww is the width and tw the thickness of the wire. The 
total resistance for a single coil can be obtained by 

R coil = N(Rst ,av + Rend,av) (4.193) 

The resistance of a single in the initial design of the rotary 
actuator was measured and predicted. The Table 4.1 shows 
both results. 

Figure 4.19: Illustration of a 
single coil. 

Table 4.1: Predicted and measured resistance of a single coil. 
Predicted Measured 

Rcoil [OJ 1.01 1 

4. 9 Mechanical model 

The required torque to accelerate the moving member of the rotary actuator is directly linked 
to the inertia, which consists of the load inertia and rotor inertia. Although the load inertia 
is fixed by the specifications, the rotor inertia can be determined for a certain design of 
the actuator. Not only the inertia is of concern, also the total moving mass of the rotary 
actuator is import to known, since the linear actuator should be able to achieve its specified 
acceleration. Because the concepts with moving magnets and moving coils are under study 
here, the inertia and mass for different parts of the actuator need to be calculated. 
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4.9.1 Moving magnet 

In the concept of moving magnet the magnet array and core iron are directly attached to the 
shaft (the shaft is considered to be load) as is shown in Figure 2 .1. Therefore the inertia and 
mass are calculated by 

IMM feore +!magnet, ( 4.194) 

MMM Meore + Mmagnet. (4.195) 

where 

feore 
7r 4 4 
2meLaet(re - ri ), ( 4.196) 

I magnet 
7r 4 4 
2mmLaet(r m - re), (4.197) 

Meore 7rmeLaet(r~ - rI), (4.198) 

Mmagnet 7rmmLaet(r?n - r~). (4.199) 

Here, me and mm are the mass densities for the core steel and the magnet material. 

4.9.2 Moving coil 

In this concept not only the mass and inertia of the coils are of concern, but also the coil 
carrier needs to be taken into account. However , the design of the coil carrier is unknown at 
this point and for now its mass and inertia are estimated from the initial design and added 
to the load. 
The total inertia and moving mass for the concept with moving coil can therefore be calculated 
by 

where 

Ist 

l end 

Mst 

Mend 

L st 

f eoil = fst + l end, 

Meoil = Mst +Mend , 

1 4 4 
72QmwLst (O:e - f3o)(reo - rei), 

~Qmw(o:~ - /3; )(r~0 - r~i) , 
QmwLst(O:e - f3o)(r~0 - r~i), 
7r 2 2 2 
4Qmw(o:e - /30 )(reo - Tei)(reo +Tei) , 

Laet + Zstroke · 

( 4.200) 

(4.201) 

( 4.202) 

( 4.203) 

(4.204) 

(4.205) 

( 4.206) 

Here, mw is the mass density of the windings . Normally, copper windings are used because 
of their low electrical resistivity, though aluminum windings could be considered as an alter
native, because of the low mass density. When calculating the inertia and mass of the coils, 
the packing factor of the wire should be taken into account, because the volume of the coil is 
not completely filled with copper. For square wire, like the wire used in the initial design of 
the rotary actuator, the packing factor is around 90%, but it can be as low as 50% or even 
lower for a round wire. 
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4.10 Thermal model 

Analysis of thermal behavior of the electro-mechanical device is crucial to guarantee a safe 
operation of the machine under certain operating conditions. Irreversible damage on the 
insulation material of the coil windings occur for high coil temperatures and magnets can 
be irreversibly demagnetized. Additionally, the ohmic losses in the wires increase due to the 
increasing electrical resistivity of copper and model parameters change, such as the decrease 
of the remanent flux density of the magnets. 
Although exact prior determination of the thermal behavior is difficult, an estimate of the 
temperature in certain parts of the machine under worst-case conditions is essential when 
designing an electronic device. Various methods exist to analyze the thermal behavior of an 
electrical machine. Here, a thermal equivalent circuit (TEC) of the slotless PM actuator will 
be used, because it offers a fast means for determining the temperature distribution of the 
actuator during optimization. Such a TEC is an analogy of a electric circuit with the heat 
being analogous to current and the temperature analogous to the voltage. Prior knowledge 
of the heat flow is required to lump the electrical device into thermal resistances, thermal 
capacitances and thermal sources. While the transient thermal behavior of the machine 
can be modeled with TEC , here only the steady-state temperatures in different parts of the 
machine will be calculated. Transient modeling might be useful to investigate thermal stresses 
when the machine is temporarily overloaded. 
When calculating the thermal resistances and heat sources, different types of heat transfer 
need to be considered [27] . 

• Conduction 
Conduction can be viewed as the transfer of energy from the more energetic to the less 
energetic particles of a substance due to interactions between the particles. The heat 
transfer due to conduction can be quantified by q~ as the heat flux in W m- 2

. Using 
the rate equation, this heat flux can be calculated as function of the temperature T: 

' qk = -kVT, 

where k is the thermal conductivity of the material, V the three-dimensional Nabla 
operator. 

• Convection 
The convection heat transfer mode is comprised of two mechanisms: heat transfer due 
to random molecular motion (diffusion) and heat transfer by bulk motion of a fluid . 
Regardless of the particaular nature of the convection heat transfer process, the appro
priate rate equation is of the form 

where q~, the convective heat flux, is proportional to the difference between the surface 
and fluid temperatures, T8 and Tsur, respectively. The constant h, in W m- 2 K- 1

, is the 
convection heat transfer coefficient. It depends on the conditions in the boundary layer, 
which are influenced by surface geometry, the nature of the fluid and thermodynamic 
and transport properties. 
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Figure 4.20: Radial heat flow inside slotless permanent magnet actuator with moving coils. 

• Radiation 
Thermal radiation is energy emitted by matter that is at a finite temperature. The net 
rate of radiation heat transfer from the surface, expressed per unit area of the surface, 
lS 

I 4 4 
qE = E<JsB(Ts - Tsur), 

where c: is the emissivity of a surface ranging from 0 to 1, asB=5.67x 10-8 W m-2 K-4 

the Boltzmann constant, T8 the surface temperature and Tsur the surrounding temper
ature. 

Taking only the active part of the actuator (axial length of magnets), the geometry of the 
actuator can be split into cylinders made of different materials. Because of the periodicity 
around the z-axis, only the axial and radial heat flow are of interest. To further simplify 
the thermal model, only radial heat flow will be considered. In Fig. 4.20 the heat flow is 
shown for the concept with moving coils. In the case of moving magnets, the back iron is 
directly attached to the coils. Assuming only heat production inside the coils (eddy cur
rents losses in the back iron will be ignored), heat flows through to the sides of the airgap, 
where part of it is conducted over the airgap to the magnets and back-iron and the rest of 
the heat flow is carried away due to convection, resulting from forced air cooling in the airgap. 

4.10.1 Components of the TEC 

Heat sources 

The ohmic losses inside the coils are introduced as a heat source Pcu and for the active part 
of the actuator is calculated according to 

1 PcuJ'/:msdV, 
Vcoils 

QpcuJ?:msLact(ac - f3o)(r~0 - r~i), ( 4.207) 

where Pcu is the electrical resistivity of copper and lrms is the rms current density inside the 
coils. 
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Figure 4.21: Thermal resistance network for a cylindrical component. 

Conductive thermal resistance 

For every single cylindrical component of the actuator, the conductive thermal resistance 
is split into two resistances, with the center node giving the average temperature of that 
component. Components with heat generation have an additional resistance, as is shown in 
Fig. 4.21. Without heat generation, Tmid gives the average temperature of the component. 
Otherwise, Tav gives the average temperature, while Tmid , in this case, would give an average 
temperature which is too high. Therefore, R3 is a negative resistance. Heat generation is 
introduced as a current through this resistance [28]. The thermal resistances are calculated 
according to 

1 [ _ 2r~ln(ri/r2)] ( 4.208) R1 
4ackLact 

1 
( 2 2) ' r1 - r2 

R2 
1 [2r?ln(r1/r2) ] 

2 2 - 1 ' 4ackLact (r1 - r2) 
( 4.209) 

R3 
-1 [ 2 2 4r?r~ln(ri/r2)] 

2 2 r1 + r2 - 2 2 ' 8ac(r1 - r2)kLact (r1 - r 2) 
( 4.210) 

where r 2 and r 1 are the inside and outside radii of the cylindrical component, respectively, 
and T2 and T1 are the corresponding temperatures. Here, Lact is the axial length of the 
component and k is the thermal resistivity of the material. 

Convective thermal resistance 

The convective heat transfer between the contact area A and a cooling fluid (air in this case) , 
inside and outside the actuator are modeled by a the convective resistance 

(4.211) 

The heat transfer functions for the exterior and interior surfaces of the actuator need to be 
found. These values may be obtained from the dimensionless Nusselt number , which are 
mostly determined empirically. The Nusselt number is defined as 

hl 
Nu=k , 

where l is the length of the convective boundary layer. 

( 4.212) 

The outside surfaces at inner and outer radii are considered as vertical cylindrical planes 
with free convection and for this case an expression for the Nusselt number can be found in [29] 
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Nu 0.67Ra 114 

0.68 + [l+(0.492/ Pr)9/16j4/9 

[ 
0 387Ra116 

] 
2 

0.825 + [l+(0.4g2/ Pr)9/16j8/27 

for Ra < 

Nu for 109 < Ra < 1012. 

The Rayleigh number is calculated as Ra = Gr Pr, where Gr and Pr are the Grashof and 
Prandtl number, respectively. When calculating the heat transfer coefficient, the length of 
the actuator should be taken for l. The heat transfer function, h end , at both radii is estimated 
to be 10 W m-2 K-1 . 

Inside the airgap, the Nusselt numbers for convection due to circumferential velocity of 
one surface can be found in [28]. The convective heat transfer between two rotating smooth 
cylinders is given by Taylor and the modified expressions, due to the effect of slots, for the 
Nusselt number are [28] 

Nu 
Nu 

2.2 for 
0.23Ta0·63 Pr0·27 for 41 

Ta < 41 
< Ta < 100 

The Taylor number is found with Ta= 2Rei+~: , where r* = r 8 ,i/rs,o is the ration between 
the radii of the inner and outer cylindrical surface and the Reynolds number is obtained 
by Re= urs ,o ~rs,i with U is the circumferential velocity of the rotating surface and v is the 
kinematic viscosity of air. In this case l should be taken as the length of the airgap (r s,o - r s,i). 

In this study, however, forced air cooling inside the airgap is assumed. In [30] the Nusselt 
numbers inside an concentric annulus with forced air cooling are determined for different 
cases . In this work, though, developed and laminar air flow inside is annulus is assumed. Due 
to the difficult nature of the air flow in the airgap, the heat transfer coefficient hgap is left 
open for now and a minimum value for save operation of the actuator will be selected later. 

Radiative thermal resistance 

The radiative heat flow depends on the temperature by the power four. However, to account 
for the radiation in the TEC, for small temperature differences the heat flow per unit area 
can be linearized and expressed as 

( 4.213) 

where hf. is the radiation heat transfer coefficient, which can be approximated by he ~ 6E 
[31]. For low temperatures, the radiation inside the airgap of the actuator is relatively small 
compared to the conductive heat flow , however at the surfaces in contact with the surrounding 
air, radiation can not be omitted. The radiation heat transfer coefficient is added to the heat 
transfer coefficient for the natural convection, hend· 

4.10.2 Solution of the TEC 

Figure 4.22 shows the TEC for the concept with moving coils. For moving magnets, the 
thermal resistances R192, R292, Rh_rco can simply be omitted. Resistance Rh_rb, however is 
remained to account for the convectice heat transfer inside the coil opening. 

To solve the thermal network for a given heat dissipation inside the coils, for each node 
the heat flow needs to be balanced. Analogous to an electrical network, Kirchoffs current law 
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Figure 4.22: Thermal Equivalent Circuit of the radial heat flow inside the slotless pm actuator 
with moving coils . 

can be applied to a node i (steady state) 

1 1 
P = "'""-(T - T ·) + -(T - T.) 

i ~ R·. i 1 R . i a , 
j D h~ 

(4.214) 

where Pi is the heat generation injected to node i, Rij is the thermal resistance between 
node i and j, Ti and Tj are the nodal temperatures of i and j, respectively and Rh,i is the 
convective thermal resistance of node i to the surrounding temperature, T0 . 

All nodal equations can be written in matrix form 

[P]= [Y] [T], (4.215) 

where [Y] is a square matrix with all conductances. The nodal temperatures can thus be 
solved by 

[T] = [Yr1 [P] . ( 4.216) 

Using the dimensions of the initial design of the slotless actuator and the material prop
erties from Table 2.2 , the temperatures inside the coils and magnets as function of the heat 
hgap for both the moving coil and moving magnet configuration are shown in Fig. 4.23. As 
the figure shows, the temperature drops significantly when h end is increased from 5 to 30 W 
m-1 K- 1 . Although high values for the heat transfer function can be achieved by forced air 
cooling [32], hgap is set to a conservative value of 15 W m- 2 K- 1 during the optimization 
procedure. This value , however, was also estimated from preliminary measurements on the 
pre-prototype with an air flow of 25 L min- 1 through the airgap. 

The temperature distribution inside the initial design of the actuator with h end=lO W 
m-2 K- 1 , hgap=l5 W m- 2 K- 1 and a heat production of 0.5 W in the active part of the 
actuator, is simulated using the TEC and the results are given in Table 4.2 . For comparison 
a thermal simulation is done in FEM and the temperature distribution is shown in Fig. 4.24. 
It can be concluded that the TEC gives an good approximate of the temperature distribution 
inside the slot less PM actuator. 
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Figure 4.23: Influence of the airgap heat transfer coefficient on the coil and magnet temper
atures when 0.5 W of heat is produced in the coils. 
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Figure 4.24: Temperature distribution calculated with FEM. 

Table 4.2: Simulated temperature distribution using TEC for Pcu=0.5 W. 
Component T [°C) 

Core 48.94 
Magnet · 49.02 

Airgap 1 51.46 
Coil 54.18 

Airgap 2 
Back-iron 

50.96 
48.25 



Chapter 5 

Design optimization 

The multi-physical framework is implemented in MATLAB and used in the optimization 
procedure, which is performed with sequential quadratic programming (SQP). Because no 
specifications on the electrical behavior are given, only the magnetic, thermal and mechanical 
models considered in the optimization procedure. In this section the optimization objective, 
design constraints and results are discussed. 

5.1 Optimization objective 

To create an efficient design of the z<j>-module the rotary actuator is optimized with the 
objective to minimize the copper losses inside the rotary and linear actuator combined. These 
losses are calculated for a third order motion profiles as is shown in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2. 
By taking the losses inside the linear actuator into account , the moving mass of the rotary 
actuator is limited. The objective function can be written as 

(5.1) 

where a = </>¢_:<Pc, {30 , ri, le, lm, lw, lb and Lact are the optimization variables, which are 
indicated in Fig. 5.3. 

The initial design of the rotary actuator already showed that the specifications given in 
Table 1.1 are easily met within the volume constraints , making this design oversized for the 
application. Therefore, the design is also optimized with the objective to minimize the volume 
of the rotary actuator. The objective function can expressed as 

(5.2) 

where r 0 is the outer radius of the actuator and L is the total length of the coils. 
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Figure 5.1: Third order motion profile for the rotary actuator. 
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Figure 5.2: Third order motion profile for the linear actuator. 
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Figure 5.3: Schematic of the rotary actuator with the optimization variables. 
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5.2 Optimization procedure 

To determine the copper losses of both the linear and rotary actuator during a third order 
motion profile, first the rms torque and force are calculated according to 

O'.¢,rmsUrot + Ilin) , 

J Gd¢C.¢) Urnt + Ilin) , (5.3) 

Frms O'.z,rms(Mrot + Mlin) , 

(5.4) 

where d<P, a <P, dz, O'.z are the duty cycles and peak accelerations for the rotary and linear 
actuator, respectively. For the rotary actuator the required current density to achieve this 
rms torque, is determined by 

J _ Trms 
rms - f2k , 

Y L. t,rot 
(5.5) 

where kt ,rot is the torque constant of the rotary actuator in Nm m2 A -l and is determined 
using the torque model from Section 4.3, when sinusoidal currents are assumed. The total 
copper losses inside the actuator are then determined according to 

where 

Pcu,st 

Pcu,end 

Pcu,rot = Pcu,st + Pcu,end , 

QPcuf/:ms(Lact + Zstroke)(ac - f3o)(r~o - r~i), 

~QPcul;ms(a~ - f3;)(rco - Tci)(rco + Tci)
2

. 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

The copper losses inside the linear actuator are obtained by determining the required 
current according to 

Frms 
Irms = -k--' 

t,lin 
(5.9) 

where kt ,lin is the force constant of the linear actuator in N A- 1 and is given in Table 2.1. 
The losses are calculated according to 

(5.10) 

where R1in is the coil resistance of the linear coil and is given in Table 2.1. 

5.3 Constraints 

The design of the rotary actuator is subject to several constraints, which can be divided in 
magnetic, volume and thermal constraints. Table 5.1 lists all the constraints. 

Magnetic constraints 
The semi-analytical magneto-static model is based on the assumption that the core and back
iron are infinitely permeable. This model gives a good approximation of the flux density 



5.3. Constraints 

Table 5 .1 : List of all constraints for the rotary actuator. 
Constraint Description 

B core< l.4T 
Bback=l.4T 
ri>18mm 
r 0 <30mm 
L<40mm 
Tw<l00°C 
Tm<60°C 

Saturation in core 
Saturation in back-iron 
Minimum inner radius 
Maximum outer radius 
Maximum length actuator 
Maximum coil temperature 
Maximum magnet temperature 
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distribution inside the airgap when steel with a high relative permeability is used and, there
fore , saturation of the steel has to be avoided. The flux density inside the core and back-iron 
are calculated according to 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

where A core and Aback are the cross-sectional areas in the rz-plane of the core and back-iron. 
To limit the radial length of the both parts, the peak flux density inside them is fixed to l.4T. 
However, for manufacturing reasons , this length has a minimum of 0.5 mm. 

Volume constraints 
Due to the size of the shaft, there is a minimum inequality constraint for the inner radius 
of the actuator. The outer radius has a maximum inequality constraint and for the moving 
magnet and moving coil configuration, the outer radius is determined according to 

r i + le + lm + lc1 + lw + lb, 

r i + le + lm + 2lc1 + lw + lb , 

respectively, where lc1=0.2 mm is the clearance airgap. 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

The total length of the actuator is constrained by the available height inside z<j>-module 
minus the height of the linear actuator and is equal to the length of the coils 

L = Lcoil = Lact + Zstroke + 2Lend (5.15) 

where Lend is the length of the end-windings and Zstroke is the linear stroke. This length 
decreases with increasing number of coils, leaving more space available to increasing the 
active length of the rotary actuator. 

Thermal constraints 
To prevent damage of the winding insulation, possible irreversible demagnetization of the 
magnets or substantial loss of performance due to a lower value of the intrinsic magnetization, 
the coil and magnet temperatures, which are predicted using the model presented in Section 
4.10, are constrained to 100 °C and 60 °C, respectively. 
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Figure 5.4: Minimized copper losses for different numbers of the magnet pole pairs. 

5.4 Optimization results 

The optimization is performed for the moving magnet configuration and moving coil config
uration and Fig. 5.4 shows the minimized copper losses for different magnet counts. Both 
configurations have a minimum at p=14 and the sizes and specifications of these designs are 
given in Table 5.2, which also gives the design of the pre-prototype with moving coils. The 
optimized design with moving coils shows a significant reduction of the copper losses ( 48 3) 
compared to the initial design. The moving magnet configuration, though, also shows reduced 
copper losses (24 %). Both design are constraint by the volume. 

For the moving magnet configuration the optimization procedure tends to increase the 
inner radius of the rotary actuator, while occupying the maximum outer volume. For the 
moving coil configuration the radial length of the windings, lw, is minimized and a lower 
bound is required. This bound is set to the width of a single wire which is used in the pre
prototype (0.912 mm). The design has long magnets because their inertia and mass are not 
of any influence on the performance of the rotary and linear actuator. However, the radial 
length can be decreased, without reducing the airgap flux density significantly. This influence 
will be addressed in Chapter 6. 

In Fig. 5.5, the results for optimization with the objective to minimize the volume of the 
rotary actuator are shown. The figure shows a minimum for p=18 and p=16 for the moving 
coil and moving magnet configurations, respectively. In Table 5.3 the specifications of both 
configurations are given. Again, a lower bound is set to the length of the windings. Both 
designs occupy only half the volume of the the initial design. The minimization of the volume, 
however, is limited by the magnet temperature. 
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Table 5.2: Initial and optimized design with minimized copper losses (MC = moving coil, 
MM = Moving magnet). 

Parameter Initial MC Opt. MC Opt. MM Description 
p 8 14 14 Number of magnet pole pairs 
Q 12 21 21 Number of coils 
r i [mm] 18.0 18.0 24.8 Inner radius 
r 0 [mm] 30.0 30.0 30.0 Outer radius 
le [mm] 1.5 0.5 0.5 Radial core length 
lm [mm] 5.7 8.6 2.1 Radial magnet length 
lw [mm] 1.9 0.9 1.1 Radial length coils 
lb [mm] 2.5 1.6 1.2 Radial length back-iron 
Lact [mm] 15.0 18.7 18.6 Active length actuator 
L [mm] 37 37 37 Total axial length rotary actuator 
a 0.67 0.5 0.7 Radial magnet arc to 

total magnet pole arc ratio 
/30 [degree] 1.7 3.4 1.5 Coil opening angle 
V [m3] 104.6x10- 6 104.6xlo-6 104.6x10- 6 Actuator volume 

P cu,tot [W] 13.04 6.84 9.96 Total copper losses 

P cu ,rot [W] 7.49 3.40 5.63 Rotary copper losses 

P cu,l in [W] 5.55 3.44 4.33 Linear copper losses 

T coil [
0 CJ 36.9 28.2 35.2 Coil temperature 

T magnet [
0 CJ 34.6 27.1 32.9 Magnet temperature 

ltot [kg mm2
] 142 103 119 Total inertia 

Mtot [g] 282 222 249 Total moving mass 
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Figure 5.5: Minimized volume for different numbers of the magnet pole pairs. 
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Table 5.3: Initial and optimized design with minimized volume (MC = moving coil, MM = 

Moving magnet). 
Parameter Initial MC Opt. MC Opt . MM Description 
p 8 18 16 Number of magnet pole pairs 
Q 12 27 24 Number of coils 
Ti [mm] 18.0 18.0 18.0 Inner radius 
T0 [mm] 30.0 22.8 22 .7 Outer radius 
le [mm] 1.5 0.5 0.5 Radial core length 
lm [mm] 5.7 2.4 2.3 Radial magnet length 
lw [mm] 1.9 0.9 0.9 Radial length coils 
lb [mm] 2.5 0.6 0.8 Radial length back-iron 
Lact [mm] 15.0 15.5 15.8 Active length actuator 
L [mm] 37 30.5 31.4 Total axial length rotary actuator 
a 0.67 0.57 0.59 Radial magnet arc to 

total magnet pole arc ratio 
/30 [degree] 1.70 1.26 1.21 Coil opening angle 
V [m3] 104.6x10-6 49.9x10-6 50.9x10-6 Actuator volume 
Pcu,tot [W] 13.04 17.27 15.05 Total copper losses 
Pcu,rot [W] 7.49 13.99 11.35 Rotary copper losses 
Pcu,lin [W] 5.55 3.28 3.70 Linear copper losses 
Tcoil [°C] 36.9 66.4 66.9 Coil temperature 

T magnet [
0 C] 34.6 60 60 Magnet temperature 

ltot [kg mm2
] 142 91 94 Total inertia 

Mtot [g] 282 217 230 Total moving mass 



Chapter 6 

Discussion of the optimized designs 

In the multi-physical framework several assumptions are made in order to simplify the opti
mization procedure. Some assumption, however, can have a large influence on the performance 
of the rotary actuator and can, therefore, not be neglected. In this chapter, the optimized 
designs are discussed and re-evaluated. 

The optimized design with moving coils uses a large magnet volume, which, however, can 
be decreased as is shown in Fig. 6.1. The figure depicts the airgap flux density as function 
of the radial length of the magnets, lm , while the outer radius and airgap length are kept 
constant. By changing lm from 8.6 mm to 5.4 mm, the magnet volume decreases by 32.7 %, 
while the airgap flux density is only reduced by 3.2%. 

As is already mentioned in , the reduced amplitude of the EMF measurements compared 
to 2D FEM simulations, can be explained by the edge-effects of the magnets. For the design 
of the pre-prototype, the peak airgap flux density along the axial length of the magnets is 
simulated with 3D FEM, and Fig. 6.2 shows a comparison to the flux density predicted with 
2D FEM. A reduction of 10.3% of the flux linkage by the coils and, hence, a similar reduction 
of the EMF, is predicted from this analysis. Likewise, the magnet edge-effects are predicted 
for the optimized designs and the results are given in Table 6.1. 

Another parameter of influence on the performance of the rotary actuator is the increasing 
resistivity of copper with higher temperatures. Not only will the ohmic losses increase, also the 
temperature inside the actuator will be higher. The resistivity as function of the temperature 
can be expressed as 

Pcu (T) = Pcu ,T0 (1 + e(T - To)) , (6.1) 

where Pcu ,To is the resistivity at reference temperature, T0 and e=0.00396 K- 1 is introduced 
as the relative increase of the resistivity per Kelvin [33]. This effect is included in the TEC 
by adding a negative resistance next to the heat source. The temperature dependency of 

Table 6.1: Reduced magnetic loading due to the magnet end-effects for the different designs. 
Design Objective function Reduced magnetic loading 

Initial Wijdeven 10.3 % 
Moving coil Pcu 6.3 % 

Moving magnet Pcu 4. 7 % 
Moving coil V 5.4 % 

Moving magnet V 5.1 % 
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Figure 6.1: Influence of the magnet length on the airgap flux density. 

the resistivity is not taken into account for in the optimization, because certain resulted in 
a temperature runaway. This, however, can be avoided by limiting the design range of the 
variation parameters. Also eddy currents, induced in the core and back-iron, have an influence 
on the thermal behavior of the rotary actuator and give rise to the losses. 

The copper losses in the optimized designs are recalculated while the reduced magnetic 
loading and the increasing resistivity are accounted for. In Tables 6.2 and 6.3 the re-evaluated 
values are given, with the old values indicated between brackets. 

With the objective to minimize the copper losses, the optimized design with moving 
coils shows a higher reduction of the copper losses (51 %) compared to the initial design, 
than the moving-magnet configuration (30 %). This is due to the fact that the moving-coil 
configuration has a lower inertia and moving mass. Both optimized design, however use the 
same amount of volume as the initial design and the thermal constraints are easily met. 

For optimal design with minimized volume, both the moving-magnet and moving-coil 
configuration occupy 51 3 and 52 %, respectively, less volume than the initial design. On 
the other hand , the copper losses have increased by 25 3 and 47 %, respectively. Also the 
temperatures have increased and exceed the thermal constraint for the magnets. In this case, 
the moving-magnet configuration is preferred because it has lower copper losses. 
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Table 6.2: Re-evaluated values for the initial and optimized design with minimized copper 
losses (MC = moving coil, MM = Moving magnet). Old values are indicated between brackets. 

Parameter Initial MC Opt. MC Opt. MM Description 
p 8 14 14 Number of magnet pole pairs 
Q 12 21 21 Number of coils 
ri [mm] 18.0 21.2 24.8 Inner radius 

(18.0) 
r 0 [mm] 30.0 30.0 30.0 Outer radius 
le [mm] 1.5 0.5 0.5 Radial core length 
lm [mm] 5.7 5.4 2.1 Radial magnet length 

(8 .6) 
lw [mm] 1.9 0.9 1.1 Radial length coils 
lb [mm] 2.5 1.6 1.2 Radial length back-iron 
Lact [mm] 15.0 18.7 18.6 Active length actuator 
L [mm] 37 37 37 Total axial length rotary actuator 
a 0.67 0.5 0.7 Radial magnet arc to 

total magnet pole arc ratio 
(30 [degree] 1.7 3.4 1.5 Coil opening angle 
V [m3] 104.6xl0-6 104.6xl0-6 104.6xl0-6 Actuator volume 

P cu,tot [W] 16.44 8.50 12.45 Total copper losses 
(13.04) (6.84) (9.96) 

P cu,rot [W] 10.90 5.06 8.11 Rotary copper losses 
(7.49) (3.40) (5.63) 

P cu ,lin [W] 5.55 3.44 4.33 Linear copper losses 
T coil [°C] 42.9 31.2 40.5 Coil temperature 

(36.9) (28.2) (35.2) 

T magnet [
0 C] 39.7 28.9 35.2 Magnet temperature 

(34.6) (27.1) (32.9) 
Jtot [kg mm2

] 142 103 119 Total inertia 
Mtot [g] 282 222 249 Total moving mass 
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Table 6.3: Re-evaluated values for the initial and optimized design with minimized volume 
(MC = moving coil, MM = Moving magnet). Old values are indicated between brackets. 
Parameter Initial MC Opt. MC Opt. MM Description 
p 8 18 16 Number of magnet pole pairs 
Q 12 27 24 Number of coils 
ri [mm] 18.0 18.0 18.0 Inner radius 
r 0 [mm] 30.0 22.8 22.7 Outer radius 
le [mm] 1.5 0.5 0.5 Radial core length 
lm [mm] 5.7 2.4 2.3 Radial magnet length 
lw [mm] 1.9 0.9 0.9 Radial length coils 
h [mm] 2.5 0.6 0.8 Radial length back-iron 
Lact [mm] 15.0 15.5 15.8 Active length actuator 
L [mm] 37 30.5 31.4 Total axial length rotary actuator 
a 0.67 0.57 0.59 Radial magnet arc to 

total magnet pole arc ratio 
/30 [degree] 1.70 1.26 1.21 Coil opening angle 
V [m3] 104.6x10-6 49.9x10-6 50.9x10-6 Actuator volume 
Pcu,tot [W] 16.44 24.2 20.58 Total copper losses 

(13.04) (17.27) (15.05) 
Pcu,rot [W] 10.90 20.92 16.87 Rotary copper losses 

(7.49) (13.99) (11 .35) 
Pcu,lin [W] 5.55 3.28 3.70 Linear copper losses 
Tcoil [

0 C] 42.9 85.3 85.6 Coil temperature 
(36.9) (66.4) (66.9) 

T magnet [°C] 39.7 76.3 75.9 Magnet temperature 
(34.6) (60) (60) 

ltot [kg mm2
] 142 91 94 Total inertia 

Mtot [g] 282 217 230 Total moving mass 
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Figure 6.2: 2D and 3D FEM comparison of flux density along the axial length of the permanent 
magnet. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and recommendations 

7.1 Conclusions 

• In this thesis a new design has been proposed for a rotary actuator as part of a z¢
module , because the initial design proposed by Wijdeven B.V. was not optimized for 
the pick-and-place application. 

• Combinations of the number of magnet poles and coils, which are analyzed during 
optimization, have been selected based upon the winding factor. The winding factor 
has been calculated for slotless machines and combinations resulting in 1/ 4 coil per 
magnet pole per phase have the highest winding factor. 

• A fast multi-physical framework has been created containing a 

- 2D semi-analytical magneto-static model of the slotless permanent magnet actuator 
with a two-segmented Halbach magnet array and straight magnetization, 

- thermal equivalent circuit to model the radial heat flow inside and the forced 
convection due to air cooling inside the airgap, 

- simplified mechanical model, which couples the linear and rotary actuator inside 
the z¢-module. 

• The design of the rotary actuator has been optimized using the multi-physical framework 
for a moving coil and moving magnet configuration with two objectives: 

- The combined copper losses of the rotary and linear actuator have been minimized 
so a efficient design of the z¢-module is obtained and an optimal balanced is created 
between the moving mass and inertia. 

- The volume of the rotary has been minimized in order to show that the same 
specifications are obtained within a smaller design. 

• The performance of the optimized models have been re-evaluated for: 

- Magnet edge-effects. The magneto-static model does not account for the finite 
length of the magnets, because is requires 3D modeling. Due to this effect the 
actual flux linkage of the actuator is reduced. This reduction has been analyzed 
with 3D FEM and the same reduction of flux linkage has been verified by EMF
measurements on a pre-prototype of the initial design. 
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Temperature dependency of the electrical resistivity of copper. This effect was 
not taken into account during optimization because it results in thermal runaway. 
With higher temperatures , however, a higher electrical resistivity increases the 
copper losses. 

• The re-evaluated designs of the rotary actuator have been compared to the initial design 
proposed by Wijdeven B.V. 

For the minimized copper losses the moving coil configuration results in the lowest 
losses , which are 51 3 less compared to the initial design. 

For minimized volume both configurations only occupy 50 3 of the initial design 
volume. The copper losses , however, have increased (upto 47 3 for the moving coil 
configuration). Also the maximum magnet temperature has been exceeded and a 
different magnet grade should therefore be selected. 

7. 2 Recommendations 

• A model of the magnet edge-effects should be created and the thermal runaway due to 
the temperature dependency of the electrical resistivity needs to be solved. This way, 
both effects can be accounted for during the optimization step. 

• The effect of eddy-currents in the back-iron and magnets on the performance of the 
rotary actuator should be investigated. 

• The thermal model needs to be verified by extensive measurements on a prototype. 

• The mechanical strength of the coil array needs to be determined. 
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Appendix A 

Initial Design 

The first designs for the 2-DOF actuator were proposed by Wijdeven B.V. and is called 
the Rot rans (Rotatie-Translatie (dutch)). These designs consist of a voice-coil actuator at 
the bottom of the machine for the linear motion, as can be seen in Fig. A.l. A slotless 
synchronous permanent magnet machine at the top of the 2-DOF machine, is used for the 
rotational motion. 
Particular to this machine are the moving windings/coils instead of moving magnets. This 
choice was made, as it was believed that eddy currents in the back-iron would be minimized, 
which cause additional (undesired) torque and losses. A configuration with moving coils limits 
the motion of the machine, because of the electrical wiring to the servo-amplifier. Some degree 
of freedom was achieved by forming wires, made of phosphor bronze, into a helical spring. 

Magnets 
(fixed) 

Rotary 
Actuator 

Electrical wiring 

Hollow shaft 
(moving) 

Coil mounting 
mechanism 

Back-i ron (fixed) 

Coils (moving) 

Coil mounting 
mechanism 

Coils {moving) 

' 

Jlr 

Figure A.l: 3D impression of the first version of the 2-DOF machine. 

Initially the rotary actuator contained 12 magnet poles and 18 coils, but after redesign 
a combination of 16 magnet poles and 12 coils was chosen. A quasi-Halbach magnet array 
with two segments per pole was selected, since it offers a higher magnetic loading compared 
to a radial magnetized array and produces a more sinusoidal flux density in the airgap. The 
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Table A.l: Leading dimensions for the rotary actuator. 
Dimension Description Value unit 

p Number of pole pairs 8 
Q Number of coils 12 
Ti Inner radius actuator 18 mm 
re Outer radius core 19.5 mm 
rm Outer radium magnets 25.2 mm 

rs Inner radius back iron 27.5 mm 
ro Outer radius actuator 30 mm 

lc1 Length clearance airgap 0.2 mm 

lgap Length airgap 2.3 mm 

lcoil Thickness coil 1.9 mm 

</>p Angular pitch pointer magnet 15 degree 

</>c Angular pitch concentrator magnet 7.5 degree 
0: Radial magnet arc to pole arc ratio 2/ 3 

Lact Stack height magnets 15 mm 

ratio between the angular pitch of the radial and angular magnetised magnets was 2:1. Stack 
height of the magnets is 15 mm, while the length of the coils is set to 37 mm, with the straight 
part of the coils being 23 mm long. For a stroke of 10 mm this opening is too short , giving 
loss of torque when the magnets are close to the ends of the windings. Additionally an extra 
force is created in the axial direction, since is an attracting or repelling Lorentz force acts on 
the current conducting windings. 
The coils contain 92 turns of 0.9x0.12 mm square copper wire. The three phases of the ma
chine are wye-connected. Total resistance of one coil was estimated to be 1.17 0. Magnets 
are anisotropic sintered neodymium, with a remanence flux density of 1.33 T and a relative 
permeability of 1.1. The back iron and inner core were made of N398 steel, having a satura
tion flux density around 1.5 T. Figure A.3 shows the BH-curve for the magnets and steel. 

Figure A.2 and Table A.l show the dimensions of the initial design proposed by Wijdeven 
B.V. 

A.1 Specifications and requirements 

Together with the voice-coil actuator, the rotary actuator has following specifications: 

Table A.2: Specifications of the rotrans. 
Parameter Value Unit 
Load mass 0.5 kg 

Load inertia 1.66x10- 4 kg m2 

Friction force unknown N 
Friction torque unknown Nm 

Since air bearings will be used, the friction force and torque are assumed to be very small 
and, therefore, are neglected. Maximum torque is required when maximum acceleration of 
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Figure A.2: Simplified drawing of the rotary actuator with the leading design parameters. 
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deceleration of the actuator is required and is calculated as follows: 

Tmax =Ia+ Tfriction, (A.1) 

where Tmax is the peak torque, I the load inertia, a the angular acceleration and TJriction the 
friction torque. Without any friction , the required torque is equal to the desired acceleration. 
To calculate the rms torque over one cycle of rotation the profile of the acceleration as is 
shown in Fig. 5.1 is used. One cycle consist of a triangular acceleration waveform for 70 ms 
and zero acceleration for 110 ms. The rms torque is calculated as 

Trms = 11T - T 2dt = 
T 0 

11 - T 2dt = 
T ttriangle 

ttriangle 2 _ 
T Trms ,triangle -

d(Tmax ) 2 

v'3 ' (A.2) 

where Trms is the rms torque during one cycle, T the period of one cycle, ttriangle the time in 
which the actuator accelerates/decelerates, Trms,triangl e is the rms value of the torque with a 
triangular profile and dq, is the duty cycle. Table A.3 the peak and rms torque are given for 
a load inertia of 1.66 x 10-4 kg m2 . For control reasons a dynamical factor of 1.5 is used to 
give the required torque performance of the rotary actuator. 

Table A.3: Torque requirements for the rotary actuator. 
Parameter Value Unit 

Tmax 0.85 Nm 

Tr ms 0.31 Nm 

Tmaxl.5 1.3 Nm 
Trmsl.5 0.47 Nm 

A.2 FEM modelling of rotary actuator 

In the very first design of the machine, the core behind the magnets and the back iron were 
connected via a circular U-shape core made also made of steel N398. A 3D FE-model, shown 
in Fig. A.4 , was used to simulate whether flux would also flow through this U-shape part 
(rz-plane), rather than only through the magnets, back iron and core (re-plane). Figure A.4 
shows the a section of the rotary motor. To the left the iron parts and magnets are shown, 
coils are simulated as non-meshed coils and are situated in the airgap. To the right the flux 
density across the iron parts are shown. The simulations showed that the U-shaped iron frame 
had no contribution to the flux flow, so this was eventually made of aluminium in order to 
reduce the mass and inertia of the machine. 
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Figure A.4: 3D FE-modelling of the first version of the 2-DOF machine. 

To simulate the performance of the rotary actuator, a 2D FE-model was used , because 
the 3D model was time consuming. Having a model depth equal to the stack height of the 
magnets, the 2D model does not take the drop-off in the magnetic field near the edges of the 
magnets into account. End-windings of the coils are neglected, resulting in a lower induction 
seen by the inverter, which can have an effect on transient modelling with a driving circuit. 
Only a quarter of the machine is simulated, as it saves calculation time. Some simulation 
results, like the electromagnetic torque, therefore, are multiplied by 4 in order to get the 
correct results. The dimensions used for the 2D simulations are given in Table A.l. Figure A.5 
shows the flux lines and flux density distribution in the actuator. 

Figure A.5: Flux lines and flux density in the rotary actuator. 
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Figure A.6: Radial component of flux density in the middle of the airgap (a) and its spectrum 
(b ). 

The quasi-Halbach magnet array gives a radial magnetic field in the airgap with an am
plitude of the first harmonic of 0.97 T and 0.1 T for the third component, as is shown in 
Fig. A.6. 
For constant torque production, the currents are commuted. The phase currents are deter
mined as 

Ia = I cos(pB + Bcomm) , 

h =I cos(pB + Bcomm + 27r / 3) , 

le = I cos(pB + Bcomm - 27r /3), 

where I is the peak current, pis the number of pole pairs, e is the angular position and Bcomm 
is the commutation offset angle . For I = 1.4 A and Bcomm =36 degree , the torque and phase 
currents are shown in Fig. A. 7. Here the actuator produces a constant torque of 0.47 Nm, as 
is specified. 
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Figure A.7: Torque and phase currents for constant torque production. 
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Figure A.8 shows the back-EMF for all three phases at maximum velocity of 900 rpm. 
The peak EMF is approximately 21 V. 
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Figure A.8: Phase back-emf for the rotary actuator for a velocity of 900 rpm. 

A.3 Tests 

To test the rotary actuator, a prototype was build by Wijdeven. A special housing was 
designed to link the core and magnets with the back iron. Instead of moving the coils, the 
magnets were moved, which have a larger inertia. The air bearing was replaced by a sintered 
bronze bearing, which slides over a steel surface. The Elmo Cornet AC-Powered digital servo 
drive with PWM switching frequency of 22 kHz and a current loop bandwidth of 2.5 kHz was 
selected to drive the actuator. Voltage output of the inverter is variable between ±60 and 270 
V and the amplitude for a continuous sinusoidal current is 9 A. The Heidenhain ROD1020 
encoder with 3600 lines (14400 for quadrature signal) and TTL interface is used for measuring 
the angular position, velocity and acceleration of the actuator. 
Self-inductances of the coils were calculated by FE-modeling, although this does not take 
the end-windings into account. Table A.4 gives the predicted and measured inductance and 
resistance of a single coil. Since the inverter switches between two phases, it sees 8 coils in 
total ( 4 per phase). The total voltage over the coils can be expressed as 

. di(t) dA 
u(t) = L(Rcoill(t) + Ldt + dt ), (A.3) 

where R is the resistance of one coil, i(t) the current , L the inductance, ~~ the voltage over 
the coil induced by time varying flux linkage. Taking the maximum value of the all three 
terms on the right side of the equation, the peak voltage over two phase becomes (assuming 
only self inductance) 

(A.4) 

where the values for Rcoil and Lself are given in Table A.4, l=l.4 A, We=90 rad s- 1 and 
Uemf given in the previous section, the maximum line-line voltage is 80V. It is highly unlikely 
that the voltage becomes this larger, since all terms on the right hand side of Eq. A.3 are 
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sinusoidal which are out of phase. Though, the inverter output voltage is set to 100 V, so it 
is capable of driving the actuator. 
As the inverter switches + V over the coils for one half of the switching period and -V during 
the other half, the magnitude of the ripple current through is: 

v 
!ripple = --------

2fswitchtLphase-phase 
(A.5) 

Set at an output voltage of ±100 V, the ripple current produced by the inverter is 1.4 A, 
which is quite significant . Extra inductance in series with the actuator reduces the ripple. 

Table A.4: Predicted and measured inductance and resistance of one coil. 
Parameter Predicted Measured Unit 

R 1.17 1.0 n 
L 0.14 0.21 mH 

During assembly of the coils in the coil carrier, the insulation of the wires was damaged, 
resulting in short circuit between coils via the coil carrier. After a second try the same 
problem occurred with a couple of coils. In order to perform tests, one coil per phase was 
removed form the electrical circuit (still placed in carrier), so 3 coils per phase were left. For 
test performed below the required torque was scaled by 753 . 

A.3.1 Test 1: Pull test at rms torque 

The actuator was attached to a Lloyd LF P lus testing machine with a load cell of 50 N. A wire 
attached to the load cell was wound around the actuator at a radius of 32 .5 mm. The Elmo 
software was set torque command and the peak current was set to 1.8 A in order to produce 
the specified rms torque of 0.35 Nm (0.47 for 12 coils). This pull test was performed with a air 
flow of 20 , 40 and 80 liters of air per minute through the actuator. Tables A.5 , A.6 and A.7 
give the measured torque (torque=force*radius) (with friction torque) and the temperature 
of the coils. The torque constant (for 12 coils) of the machine is calculated according to 

T ~T ~0.47 -1 
kr = - = V 2--;o- = V 2- = 0.37 [Nm Armsl· (A.6) 

Irms J 1.8 

Table A.5: Pull test at rms torque with air flow of 20 liter min- 1 . 

Time [s] Force [NJ Torque [Nm] Temperature [°C] 
0 11.0 0.3575 22 
10 11.0 0.3575 26 
20 11.0 0.3575 31 
30 11.0 0.3575 35 
40 11.0 0.3575 37 
50 11.0 0.3575 38 
60 11.0 0.3575 40 
70 11.0 0.3575 41 
80 11.0 0.3575 42 
90 11.0 0.3575 43 
100 11.0 0.3575 43 
300 11.0 0.3575 45 
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Table A.6: Pull test at rms torque with air flow of 40 liter min- 1 . 

Time [s] Force [NJ Torque [Nm] Temperature [0 C] 
0 11.0 0.3575 22 
10 11.0 0.3575 25 
20 11.0 0.3575 29 
30 11.0 0.3575 31 
40 11.0 0.3575 32 
50 11.0 0.3575 33 
60 11.0 0.3575 34 
70 11.0 0.3575 35 
80 11.0 0.3575 35 
90 11.0 0.3575 36 
100 11.0 0.3575 36 
300 10.9 0.3543 38 

Table A. 7: Pull test at rms torque with air flow of 80 liter min -l . 

Time [s] Force [NJ Torque [Nm] Temperature [0 C] 
0 10.9 0.3543 23 
10 10.9 0.3543 26 
20 10.9 0.3543 29 
30 10.9 0.3543 30 
40 10.9 0.3543 31 
50 10.9 0.3543 32 
60 10.9 0.3543 32 

300 10.9 0.3543 32 

A.3.2 Test 2: Slow rotation at rms torque 

During this test the actuator is rotated 360 degrees while the a sinusoidal current with an 
amplitude of 1.8 A was fed to the actuator in order to produce arms torque of 0.35 Nm (0.47 
Nm for 12 coils). Force is measured while the actuator is turned both ways in one minute. 
The test machine winds or unwinds the wire around the actuator by moving down or up resp , 
with a velocity of 208 mm min - l. The difference between average torque measured in both 
tests divided by two, is the estimated (coulomb) friction torque. The air flow is set to 20 liter 
min- 1 . Table A.8 gives the peak, average and minimum force and torque for both tests. The 
friction force / torque was estimated to be 0.45 N / 0.015 Nm. 

Table A.8: Slow rotation test at rms torque with air flow of 20 liter min- 1 . 

+360°(unwind) -360° (wind) 
Force [NJ Torque [Nm] Force [NJ Torque [Nm] 

Max 12.05 0.40 11.15 0.37 
Avg 11.7 0.38 10.8 0.36 
Min 11.25 0.37 10.35 0.34 
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I 1. 

Extension (mm) 

Figure A.9: Force profile for +360°(unwind) rotation of the rotary actuator. 

A.3.3 Test 3: Pull test at peak torque 

The peak current was increased to 5 A in the torque command mode of the Elmo test software 
in order to produce the peak torque of 0.98 Nm (1.3 Nm for 12 coils). To avoid overheating of 
the motor the air flow was set to 80 liter min - l and the peak current was fed only momentarily. 
The results for 3, 4 and 5 A are shown in Table A.9. 

Table A.9: Slow rotation test at rms torque with air flow of 20 liter min- 1 . 

I Force [NJ Torque [Nm] Duration peak current [s] 
3.0 18.3 0.595 0.30 
4.0 24.35 0.79 0.40 
5.0 30.8 1.0 0.27 

A.3.4 Test 4: Free acceleration at peak torque 

The rotary actuator is accelerated with at peak torque to a maximum velocity of 860 rpm, 
while the peak current was set to 5 A in velocity mode. Figure A.10 shows the velocity 
command and actual velocity of the actuator and the current command and actual current 
through phase A. Between 0 and 0.2 s the actuator accelerates with a constant current com
mand of 5 A. Its acceleration during this period was estimated to be constant at 5300 rad 
s- 2 . With a load inertia of 200x10-6 kg m- 2 , this prototype actuator produces an estimated 
torque of 1.06 Nm. 
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Figure A.10: Velocity and current for a acceleration at peak torque. 

A.3.5 Test 6: Slow rotation at rms torque with 12 coils 

The same test from Test 2 is performed again but now with all coils (12) working. Table A.10 
gives the results from this test and shows that the actuator produces specified rms torque. 

Table A.10: Slow rotation test at rms torque with air flow of 201/ min with all 12 coils working. 
+360° (unwind) -360°(wind) 

Force [NJ Torque [Nm] Force [NJ Torque [Nm] 
Max 16.2 0.54 15.05 0.5 
Avg 15.8 0.52 14.6 0.48 
Min 15.45 0.51 14.15 0.47 

A .3.6 Back-EMF measurements 

The back-EMF of the rotary actuator are measured for a angular velocity of 90 rad s- 1 . 

The actuator is driven by an external motor and the induced voltages were measured using 
a oscilloscope. Because of the lack of a velocity controller, the velocity is adjusted manually 
by measuring the frequency of the induced voltages. For a machine with 8 pole pairs (p) the 
electrical frequency and a mechanical angular velocity of w=90 rad s- 1 becomes 

Wm 90 
f e = p - = 8 x - ~ 115H z . 

27r 27r 

In Table A.11 the measured phase back-EMF and phase-phase back-EMF are given. Be
cause it was difficult to control the velocity of the actuator precisly, the actuatal frequencies 
are alse given in the table. 

Table A.11: Measured phase back-EMF and phase-phase back-EMF and actual frequency. 

f e Vpp Vrms 

phase-phase back-EMF 115.1 61.6 21.6 
phase back-EMF 115.3 35.4 12.4 
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Figure A.3.6 shows screen drops from the oscilloscope for the measured phase back-EMF 
and phase-phase back-EMF. As the figure shows, the three-phase system is balanced (al 
graphs are displaced by 120 electrical degrees from one other). 

(b) 

Figure A.11: Measured back-EMF on a three-phase slotless permanent magnet actuator: (a) 
phase-phase back-EMF, (b) phase back-EMF. 



Appendix B 

Coefficient derivation 

B .1 Open field coefficients 

B .1.1 Coefficients for np =/= 1 

The boundary conditions ( 4.30)-( 4.33) must hold for every harmonic, so the summation sign 
is eliminated for ease of reading. 

•The first boundary condition ( 4.30) gives 

H(i!lr=rc = :o B(i!(r, O)lr=rc = 0, 

~ 
X np-1 v -np-1 0 

np nlrc - np.rn1rc = , 

~ 
v X 2np 
.Inf= n l r c · 

•The second boundary condition (4.31) gives 

Heulr=rb = µo
1
µr (Beu(r, 0) - µoMe) lr=rb = 0, 

~ 
X np-1 Y. - np-1 G M O 

np nilrb - np nilrb + n - µo ne = ' 

~ 
Y. _ X 2np 1 G np+l HQ.M np+l 

nII - nilrb + np nrb - np nerb · 

•The third boundary condition ( 4.32) gives 

X rnp- 1 + Y. r - np- 1 
nl m nl m X np-1 + v -np-1 + G 

nIIr m .I nIIr m n· 

(B.1) 

(B.2) 

By substituting Eqs. (B.1) and (B.2) into the above equation, an expression for XnI is obtained 
as 

(B.3) 
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•The fourth boundary condition ( 4.33) gives 

npX rnp-l - npY. r-np-l nl m nl m 

By substituting Eqs . (B.1) , (B.2) and (B.3) into the above equation and separating the vari
ables XnII, Gn and Mne the following equation is obtained 

By further extending and rewriting this equation, the following expression for XnII is obtained 

where 

X _ Gn[NnIIc] + µoMne[NnIIm] 
nll - np-l[D ] ' nprm n 

1 2 1 1 n +l 1 2 (np - -)r ;:P + (1 + -)r;:::f- rb P - (np + - )re np 
µr µr µr 

-(1 - _!_ )r~nP(rb/rmrp+l , 
µr 

1 1 1 
-r~P + -r~np - (1 + -)r~p+lr;:::e- 1 

µr µr µr 
1 

+(1 - - )r~np(rb/rm )np+l , 
µr 

(µrµ~ l)(r~np _ r;np) 

-(µr - l)(r~P - r~np(rb/rm)2np). 
µr 

Substituting Eq. (B.4) into (B .3) gives the following expression for Xn1 

where 

X _ µo[Nn1] 
nl - µr(n2p2 - l)r;:::f- l [Dn]' 

(Mnr + Mne)(np - l)r~P + 2(Mnr - npMne)r;:::f- 1 r~p+l 

-(Mnr - Mne)(np + l)r;np. 

(B.4) 

(B.5) 

(B .6) 

(B.7) 

(B.8) 

(B.9) 



B.1. Open field coefficients 

The total solution for the flux density in the airgap and magnet region becomes 

Br1(r, ()) = 

BfJJ(r, ()) 

Ben(r, ()) 

00 L npXn1(rnp-l + r-np- lr~np) cos(np()) , 
n=l,3 ,5 .. 

00 

- L npXn1(rnp-l - r-np-lr~np) sin(np()) , 
n=l ,3,5 .. 

00 

L npXnn(rnp-l + r-np- lr;np) cos(np()) 
n=l ,3,5 .. 

00 

+ L (Gn - µ0Mn11)r-np - lr;p+l cos(np()) 
n=l ,3,5 .. 

00 

+ L npGn cos(np()), 
n=l,3,5 .. 

00 - L npXnn(rnp-l - r-np-lr;np) sin(np()) 
n=l,3,5 .. 

00 

+ L (Gn - µ0Mn11)r-np - 1r;p+l sin(np()) 
n=l ,3,5 .. 

00 

- L Gn sin(np()). 
n = l,3 ,5 .. 

B.1.2 Coefficients for np = 1 

•The first boundary condition ( 4.30) gives 

H111lr=rc = :
0

B11I(r, ())lr=rc = 0, 

{). 

Xu - Yur.;-2 = 0, 

{). 

Yu= Xur~. 

•The second boundary condition (4.31) gives 

Henlr=rb = µo
1
µr (Ben(r, ()) - µ0M11)lr=rb = 0, 

{). 

X1n - Y1nr;2 + G1(ln(rb)+1) - µ0M111 = 0, 

{). 

Yin= X1nr; + G1r;(ln(rb) + 1) - µ0M111r;. 

•The third boundary condition ( 4.32) gives 

Br1Ilr=rm> 
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(B.10) 

(B.11) 

(B.12) 

(B.13) 

(B.14) 

(B.15) 
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By substituting Eqs. (B.14) and (B.15) into the above equation, an expression for Xn1 is 
obtained as 

(B.16) 

•The fourth boundary condition ( 4.33) gives: 

Xu - Yur;;;,2 

By substituting Eqs.(B.14), (B.15) and (B.16) into the above equation and separating the 
variables X1u, G1 and Mw the following equation is obtained 

1 
X1u[-(l - r;r;;;,2 )(1 + r~r;;;,2 ) 

µr 

-(1 + r;r;;;,2)(1 - r~r;;;,2 )] 

= Gi[(r;r;;;,2 ln(rb) + r;r;;;,2 + ln(rm))(l - r~r;;;,2 ) 
1 

--(1 + ln(rm) - r;r;;;,2 ln(rb) - r;r;;;,2)(1 + r~r;;;,2 )] 
µr 

M [(1 2 -2) 2 -2 -µo l(J - rcrm rbrm 
1 

--(1 - r;r;;;,2)(1 + r~r;;;,2 )]. 
µr 

(B.17) 

(B.18) 

(B.19) 

(B.20) 

(B.21) 

By further extending and rewriting this equation the following expression for X 1u is obtained 

where 

[Nu] 
Xu= [D1] ' 

(B.22) 

(B.23) 

(B.24) 

(B.25) 

(B.26) 



B.2. Armature field coefficients 

where 
[Nu]= µo [(Mir+ M1e)(r~ - r~) + 2(M1r - Mie)r~ln (rm)]. 

2µr Rr 

The total solution for the flux density in the airgap and magnet region becomes 

Br1(r, 0) 

Be1(r, 0) 

B rII(r , e) 

BeII(r, e) 

Xu[l + r- 2r~ ] cos(O), 

-Xu[l - r- 2r~] sin(O), 

X1JJ[l + r-2r~] cos(O). 

+Gi[ln(r) + r- 2r~ln(rb) + r-2 r~] cos(O) 

-µ0M1er-2 r~ cos(O), 

-X1JJ[l - r-2r~] sin(O) 

+Gi[r-2r~ln(rb) + r-2r~ - ln(r) - 1] sin(O) 

-µ0M1er- 2r~ sin(O). 

B.2 Armature field coefficients 

B.2.1 Coefficients for v =/=- 2 
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(B.27) 

(B.28) 

(B.29) 

(B .30) 

(B.31) 

The boundary conditions ( 4.118)-( 4.121) must hold for every harmonic, so the summation 
sign is eliminated for ease of reading. 

•The first boundary condition (4.118) gives 

He1lr=rc = :
0 

Be1(r, O)lr=rc = 0, 

JJ-
x v-l ' ' -v-l + 2F 0 V nl!Irc - VinIJirc nrc = , 

JJ-
, , _ X 2v + 2 F v+2 J.nJII - n!Ilrc z; nrc · 

•The second boundary condition ( 4.119) gives 

HeIIlr=rb = :
0 

(BeII(r , O)lr=rb = 0, 

JJ-
x v-l v -v- l 0 V n!Vrb - VJ.nJVrb = , 

JJ-

Yn!V = Xn1vr~v. 

•The third boundary condition ( 4.120) gives 

Br! I lr=rci' 

X v-l , , -v-l F 
n!Ilrci + J.nJIIrci + nrci 

(B.32) 

(B .33) 

By substituting Eqs. (B.32) and (B .33) into the above equation, an expression for XnIII is 
obtained as 

X ( v-l 2v -v-l) F ( 2 v+2 -v-l) 
X - n!V rci + rb rci - n rci + z;rc rci 

n!II - v-l 2v -v- l 
rci +re rci 

(B.34) 
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•The fourth boundary condition ( 4.121) gives 

1 
He1 lr=rci = -Be1 lr=rci 

µo 

X v-1 v -v-1 
l/ n!vr ei - l/ .I nivr ei · 

By substituting Eqs. (B.32), (B.33) and (B.34) into the above equation and separating the 
variables XnIV and Fn the following equation is obtained: 

X [( v-1 2v -v-1)( v-1 2v -v-1) 
n!V rei + rb rei rei - re rei 

- (rv:-1 _ r2vr-:v - l)(rv.-1 + r2vr-:v-1)] 
ei b ei ei eei 

2 = F [(r . + -rv+2r-:v-l)(rv.-1 _ r 2vr-:v-1) n ei l/ e ei ei e ei 

2 2 -(-r . _ - rv+lr-:v-l)(rv:-1 + r2vr-:v-1)] 
l/ei l/ e ei ei e ei · 

By further extending and rewriting this equation the following expression for Xn1v is obtained 

F [(v - 2)rv+2 + 4rv+2 - (v + 2)r2vr-:v+2] X _n ei e eei 
n!V - 2 [ 2v 2v] vrb -re 

Substituting Eq. (B.35) into (B.34) gives the following expression for XnIII 

F [( v - 2)rv+2 + 4rv+2 - (v + 2)r2vr-:v+2] X _n ei e b ei 
n!I I - 2 [ 2v 2v] vrb -re 

The total solution for the flux density in the coil and airgap region becomes 

00 

Br1(r, (}) = L vXnIII(rv-l + r-v-lr~v) cos(v(}) 

Be1(r, (}) 

BeII(r, e) 

n=l 

00 2 
+ L -Fnr-v-lr~+2 cos(v(}) 

l/ 
n=l 

00 

+ L vFnr cos(ve) , 
n=l 

00 

- L vXnJII(rv-l - r-v-lr~v) sin(v(}) 
n=l 

00 

n=l 
00 

L vXn1v(rv- l + r-v-lr~v) cos(v(}), 
n=l 

00 

- L vXn1v(rv-l - r-v-lr~v) sin(ve). 
n=l 

(B .35) 

(B.36) 

(B.37) 

(B.38) 

(B.39) 

(B.40) 
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B .2.2 Coefficients for v = 2 

The boundary conditions (4.118)-(4.121) must hold for every harmonic, so the summation 
sign is eliminated for ease of reading. 

•The first boundary condition ( 4.118) gives 

He1 lr=rc = :
0 

Be1(r, B)lr=rc = 0, 

~ 

2X21IJTc - 2Yu!Ir;;-3 + 2F2rcln(rc) + F2rc = 0, 

~ 

Y21II = XuIIr~ + F2r~ln(r8 ) + ~F2r~. 

•The second boundary condition (4 .119) gives 

HeIIlr=rb = :
0 

(BeIJ(r , B) lr=rb = 0, 

~ 

2Xuvrb - 2Yuvr;3 = 0, 

~ 

Yuv = Xuvrt. 

•The third boundary condition ( 4.120) gives 

(B.41) 

(B.42) 

By substituting Eqs. (B.41) and (B.42) into the above equation, an expression for Xn1II is 
obtained as 

•The fourth boundary condition ( 4.121) gives 

~ 

1 
-(BeII lr=rci = HeIIlr=rci' 
µo 

2X21IJTci - 2Yu!Ir-;/ + 2F2rciln(rci ) + F2rci = 2Xuvrci - 2Yuvr;;i3-

(B.43) 

By substituting Eqs. (B.41), (B.42) and (B.43) into the above equation and separating the 
variables Xuv and F2 the following equation is obtained 

Xuv[(rci - rtr;;i3 )(l + r:r;;i4
) - (rci - r:r;;i 3 )(l + rtr;;i4

)] 

1 1 
= F2[(rci ln(rci ) + 2Tci - r:r;;i 3ln(rc) - 2r:r;;i3 )(l - r:r;;i4

) 

1 
-(ln(rci ) + r:r;;i4 ln(rc) + 2r:r;;i4 )(rci + r:r;;i3

)] . 
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By further extending and rewriting this equation the following expression for X21v is obtained 

p. [r4 _ r4. _ r4ln( Tei )] 
2 C Ct C Tc 

X21v = 4[ 4 - 4] 
rb re 

Substituting Eq. (B.44) into (B.43) gives the following expression for X21u 

The total solution for the flux density in the coil and airgap region becomes 

BT1(r, B) = 

Brn(r, B) 

BTu(r, B) 

Bou(r, B) 

2X21u(r + r-3r~ ) cos(W) 

+F2r- 3r~(2ln(rc ) + 1) cos(W) 

+2F2rln(r) cos(W) , 

-2X21u(r - r- 3r~) sin(W) 

+F2r-3r~(2ln(rc) + 1) sin(W) 

-F2r(2ln( r) + 1) sin(W) , 

2X21v (r + r-3rt) cos(W) , 

-2X21v(r - r-3rt) sin(W). 

(B.44) 

(B.45) 

(B .46) 

(B.47) 

(B.48) 

(B.49) 
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Table C.l: Winding factors for slotless machine with concentrated windings (/30 =0) . 
Q/2p 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 

6 0 ,716 0 ,713 
9 0,716 0,694 0 ,667 

12 0,699 0,663 0 ,716 0 ,713 0 ,659 
15 0,716 0 ,693 0,672 
18 0,699 0 ,671 0 ,716 0 ,695 0,694 0 ,713 0 ,667 
21 0,671 0,716 0 ,692 0 ,686 0 ,658 
24 0,699 0 ,663 0,716 0,692 0,691 0,713 
27 0,660 0,674 0 ,716 0,690 0,692 0,694 
30 0,699 0 ,676 0 ,716 
33 0,653 0 ,666 
36 0,699 0,663 
39 
42 0,699 

Table C.2: Winding factors for slotless machine with concentrated windings (/30 =0.5ac)· 
Q/2p 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 

6 0 ,955 0 ,859 0 ,000 
9 0 ,898 0 ,955 0,870 

12 0,791 0,915 0 ,955 0 ,859 
15 0,883 0 ,955 0 ,894 
18 0,791 0,898 0,915 0 ,955 0 ,901 0 ,870 
21 0,877 0,913 0 ,955 0 ,877 
24 0,791 0 ,889 0,915 0 ,955 0 ,905 0 ,859 0 ,859 
27 0,873 0 ,898 0 ,907 0 ,914 0 ,955 0,904 0 ,889 0,870 
30 0,791 0 ,883 0 ,900 0 ,915 0 ,955 
33 0,871 0 ,902 0 ,910 
36 0,791 0,880 0,898 0 ,915 
39 0,869 
42 0,791 


